Whole Class Ensemble Tuition
(Wider Opportunities)

INTRODUCTION & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Welcome to the brand new LMT Whole Class Ensemble Tuition (Wider Opportunities) handbook. I hope
that this resource serves as a useful ‘one-stop’ reference point for everything connected to the Wider
Opportunities programme.
Wider Opportunities has been introducing the exciting world of instrument learning to Primary School
children now for more than ten years. Whether your school is an ‘old hand’ or a ‘new starter’, each
September marks the start of a new journey for whichever year group is taking their turn at Wider
Opportunities.
One of the newest things you will find inside this handbook are specially written skills-based Units of
Work, one for each instrumental ‘family’. I am incredibly grateful to my colleagues Liz Abbott, Becky Finlow
& Clare Jackson for their invaluable input in to the creation of these. They, along with all our tutors are the
‘experts in the field’, and, of course, it is their dedication and enthusiasm that gets around 3,000 pupils a
week fired up about music!
As you may know, we are providing all schools who engage LMT to deliver their Wider Opportunities
tuition free access to the LMT Primary Curriculum (usual cost: £299). By the time you get to read this, your
school’s account should have been set up but please contact the office should you experience any
difficulties in accessing the resources online.
The Love Music Trust is funded by the Department for Education via Arts Council England to act as the
Music Education Hub for Cheshire East - our state-prescribed remit is to support all schools in the
borough with all aspects of music education. The management team - John, Sally, Victoria and I - would
be only too happy to discuss with you ways in which we can help get as many of your pupils making music
as possible, so please get in touch. We have a variety of exciting projects in place and are always keen to
discuss new ideas as well.
We look forward to working with you and your pupils!
Best wishes,

Iain McKnight
Instrumental Lead
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THE BEST INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC
WIDER OPPORTUNITIES IS WHERE THE WHOLE CLASS LEARNS TO PLAY AN
INSTRUMENT FOR THE FIRST TIME
The Government has made it known, via the National Plan for Music Education, that they expect every
child to have the opportunity to learn to play a musical instrument. The Love Music Trust is the Arts
Council supported music hub for Cheshire East and delivers the “Wider Opportunities” programme
throughout the borough, specifically to meet this Government requirement.

• 38

weekly one-hour lessons each academic year (or, by discussion, packages to suit schools’

individual requirements)

• Additional

15 minutes per one-hour lesson dedicated to collaborative planning, assessment and

preparation with the class teacher

• Love Music Trust tutors who benefit from a varied and up-to-date CPD programme
• Termly performance opportunities for the class (parents’ concerts, celebration assemblies etc.)
• Regular assessment of

pupils’ work, including where appropriate videoing of performances, which

informs the planning of subsequent lessons

• Regular monitoring and support visits by Love Music Trust management
• Free access to the online Love Music Trust Primary Curriculum
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(normally £299)

TUITION CALENDAR 2015-16
We deliver 38 weekly sessions of Wider Opportunities tuition in an academic year. Depending on which
day your lessons take place, we will be able to deliver the following amount of sessions per term;

Autumn

Spring

Summer

TOTAL

Monday

14

11

13

38

Tuesday

14

11

13

38

Wednesday

14

11

13

38

Thursday

15

10

13

38

Friday

15

10

13

38

Our tuition calendar is;

Please note that the above differs from the dates suggested by Cheshire East Council, but is in line with
the majority of the schools in the borough, bringing the Easter Bank Holiday weekend ‘in-line’ with the
two-week break.
Thursday 24th March 2016 is our annual conference, run in partnership with Musical Routes, the music
education hub for Wirral with Cheshire West and Chester. Please put the date in your diary - we’d love to
see you there!
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CANCELLATION OF A LESSON
If you need to cancel a lesson (i.e. due to a residential visit, event in school etc.) please inform us by
email (info@lovemusictrust.com) giving four weeks notice. Where this procedure is not followed, the
cost of lessons cancelled will not be credited back to the school.

STAFF ABSENCE
Should one of our tutors be unable to work owing to illness or emergency, we will make every
endeavour to provide cover for that absence. Where a tutor works individually, this may be on an
alternative day that week. Where we are not able to provide cover for staff absence, a credit note will
be issued against the following term’s invoice.

INVOICES
Invoices are issued by email at the beginning of each term with reference to that term’s lesson delivery.
Your invoice will include credits owing from any missed or cancelled (see above) lessons from the
preceding term.
The cost of your weekly tuition is outlined in your school’s individual Service Level Agreement.
Payment terms are 30 days from the date stated on the invoice.

PERFORMANCES & EVENTS IN SCHOOL
Performance is at the heart of music and it’s why musicians do what they do! For children in the early
stages of learning an instrument, the boost to their confidence can be phenomenal and there is a great
deal of evidence to show that this can have a fantastic effect on that child’s general educational
progress.
Our tutors will facilitate a performance to families and other
classes, during their regular lesson time, towards the end of
each term. By negotiation, they may also be happy to support
performances outside of their normal working time in your
school. Where we are obliged to make payment to our staff
for such an event, your school will be invoiced at the standard
hourly rate for instrumental tuition (see your Service Level
Agreement for more information).
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“THE MUSIC AIN'T WORTH
NOTHING IF YOU CAN'T LAY IT ON
THE PUBLIC. THE MAIN THING IS
TO LIVE FOR THAT AUDIENCE.”
- Louis Armstrong

OUR TUTORS
Our tutors - a team of skilled instrumental specialists - deliver around 200 hours of tuition every week.
We believe their professional knowledge is a valuable asset and are sure that they will bring a wealth of
creativity to your school and your pupils.

MAKING CONTACT
All of our staff are contactable by email. Love Music Trust emails are in a standard format; first initial,
surname followed by @lovemusictrust.com (e.g. John Smith - jsmith@lovemusictrust.com). You can also
contact any of the management team via the office on 01270 766214. We hope that being able to
contact our tutors direct will make the sharing of important information such as planning and dates
more effective.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
All our tutors undergo an annual formal observation, usually in March. These are most effective when
undertaken jointly with a member of the school’s leadership team, and will make contact with schools
to organise this where possible. A member of the LMT management team will always be happy to
discuss any aspect of your programme or to undertake a collaborative observation for the school’s own
use at another point in the year by prior arrangement.
We also set common professional development targets as a team at the start of the academic year. In
addition, our management team are on hand to support all tutors with their individual professional
development and the development of bespoke teaching strategies.
We undertake 5 days of INSET with our tutors annually - one of which includes our annual conference and cover a variety of CPD topics.

LESSON DELIVERY AND LOGISTICS
Some of the key points to highlight from the service level agreement are;

• To support the delivery of lessons, the school should provide a member of its own staff in addition to
the LMT teacher(s).

• LMT staff will require suitable accommodation and facilities according to the size and needs of the
group receiving tuition, including sufficient adjustable music stands, good lighting, ventilation and
heating, and where possible, a piano or keyboard and a good quality CD/mp3 player.

• It is good safeguarding practice for schools to provide a teaching room with a window.
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WIDER OPPORTUNITIES AND THE NATIONAL
CURRICULUM
Wider Opportunities was initially conceived as an ‘add-on’ to the lessons that children would receive as
part of the National Curriculum, but we realise that the pressures on an already tight school week are
such that this may no longer be the case. The advice from Ofsted is that a successful Wider
Opportunities should not stand alone; it should complement and integrate with any other whole class
music teaching in school.
Fulfilling the National Curriculum for Music through Wider Opportunities may seem like a daunting task
for tutors and class teachers alike, but it is important to remember that the objectives of the National
Curriculum for Key Stage 2 are just that - objectives for learning across a whole four years of education.
Put simply, a good Wider Opportunities programme should ‘pick up the baton’ of what has gone
before. It is therefore crucial that class teachers and music co-ordinators make LMT tutors aware of the
standards achieved by pupils prior to their Wider Opportunities project and the standards those pupils
are working at.
Elements of the National Curriculum which can be easily attainted through Wider Opportunities
include;

• Notation - pupils should be introduced to appropriate notation once their aural understanding of a
piece of music is established.

• History

of Music - learning about the context of chosen repertoire, as well as the historical

development and context of the instrument they are learning to play.

• Traditions - practical lessons supported by appropriate listening activities.
• Improvisation and composition - simple blues activities give both a historical and practical context,
whilst understanding of notation can be built upon through more formalised composition activities.
The current National Curriculum is included here on pages 9 and 10 as well as an exemplar Curriculum
Progression Map (page 11) which schools and tutors may find useful for establishing the context of
their Wider Opportunities lessons.

THE LMT CURRICULUM
All schools engaged in the Wider Opportunities programme receive free access to the LMT’s tailormade online curriculum. Please contact the office if you have difficulties accessing it at your school.
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Music programmes of study:
key stages 1 and 2
National curriculum in England
Purpose of study
Music is a universal language that embodies one of the highest forms of creativity. A highquality music education should engage and inspire pupils to develop a love of music and
their talent as musicians, and so increase their self-confidence, creativity and sense of
achievement. As pupils progress, they should develop a critical engagement with music,
allowing them to compose, and to listen with discrimination to the best in the musical
canon.

Aims
The national curriculum for music aims to ensure that all pupils:
perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of historical periods,
genres, styles and traditions, including the works of the great composers and
musicians
learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music on their own and
with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical instrument, use technology
appropriately and have the opportunity to progress to the next level of musical
excellence
understand and explore how music is created, produced and communicated, including
through the inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture,
structure and appropriate musical notations.

Attainment targets
By the end of each key stage, pupils are expected to know, apply and understand the
matters, skills and processes specified in the relevant programme of study.

Published: September 2013
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Music – key stages 1 and 2

Subject content
Key stage 1
Pupils should be taught to:
use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and
rhymes
play tuned and untuned instruments musically
listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded
music
experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions
of music.

Key stage 2
Pupils should be taught to sing and play musically with increasing confidence and control.
They should develop an understanding of musical composition, organising and
manipulating ideas within musical structures and reproducing sounds from aural memory.
Pupils should be taught to:
play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical
instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression
improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related
dimensions of music
listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory
use and understand staff and other musical notations
appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn
from different traditions and from great composers and musicians
develop an understanding of the history of music.

© Crown copyright 2013
You may re-use this information (excluding logos) free of charge in any format or medium, under the terms of
the Open Government Licence. To view this licence, visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/opengovernment-licence/ or email: psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk.
Reference: DFE-00175-2013
2
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Curriculum progression map: The “elements” of Music

UNITS OF WORK
Within this document we have included skills-based units of work for Brass, Strings, Tuned Percussion
and Woodwind. They are by no means exhaustive nor are they a ‘dictation’ of what must be taught. It is
hoped that these units of work will aid planning and help to focus delivery towards a common set of
goals and outcomes. Suggested repertoire is also included but LMT tutors are encouraged to, in
addition to the suggestions made here, highlight new ideas and material as well as their own writing to
their colleagues.
All the units of work in this handbook are designed to be read and used in conjunction with the
Stepwize progress tracking system (see pages 39-64).
Due to their specialised nature the Folk, Guitar, Rock & Pop and Ukulele Wider Opportunities projects
have their own individual schemes, which tutors will have to hand for the planning and delivery of
these programmes. Tutors working on the World Percussion project should refer to Wider
Opportunities: World Percussion - Information and Suggestions for Instrumental Music Specialists.
Electronic copies of this are available on request.
These units are subject to ongoing review and revision and we would welcome feedback from all
involved parties - class teachers, headteachers, music co-ordinators and tutors - on their effectiveness
and relevance.
Please feel free to add these documents, as relevant, to your school’s long term planning
documentation.
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Brass!

To#be#read#and#used#in#conjunction#with#the#assessment#criteria#for#the#‘Stepwize’#progress#tracking#system!

Half!Term!1!
Overview!

12.
13.
14.
15.

Links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

BB&=&Boosey&Brass,&TB&=&Team&Brass,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&PP&=&Powerpoint,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&and&Rhymes…&
U&=&Unison,&2&=&2&parts&etc,&B&=&Backing&track,&P&=&Pulse&track,&R&=&Rhythm&track!

Cactus!Tree!(BB,!14)!U,!B![CD]!
Here!on!my!Own!(BB,!14)!U,!B![CD]!
Siren!Says!(BB,!14)!U,!B![CD]!
Dolphin!Club!(BB,!17)!U,!B![CD]!

!Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Introduction,!demonstration!and!trialling!of!instruments.!
• All& pupils& (working& towards)& will& be& working& towards& their& Bronze& Stepwize&
2. Trialling!of!instruments!(cont.)!and!choices.!
certificate.&&
3. Basics!–!posture,!buzz,!articulation.!First!one!note!piece.!
• Most& pupils& (working& at)& will& be& supporting& the& above& with& practise& at& home&
4. Strengthening!of!basic!skills,!breathing.!Further!single!note!repertoire.!
and&will&take&a&proactive&part&in&their&lessons.&
5. Second!note.!Introduction!to!visualised!rhythms.!
• Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& demonstrate& the& necessary& skills& to& have&
6. Two!note!repertoire.!Reconciliation!of!skills!learnt.!
achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.!
Dependant&on&the&number&of&different&instruments&in&use,&activities&may&take&place&at&
a&different&pace&than&above.&
Suggested#Repertoire!
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills!
1. ESzy!to!Play!(BB,!10)!U,!B![C]!
a) Fanfare!Time!(BB,!8)!U,!B![C]!
• Assembling! and! looking! after! their! • Maintaining!a!steady!pulse.!
2. High!Hopes!(BB,!10)!U,!B![C]!
b) One!Two!Watch!(BB,!9)!U,!P![any]!
instrument!and!holding!it!correctly!
• Aural! understanding! of! crotchet/!
3. On!the!Spot!(BB,!11)!U,!B![C]!
c) Rhythm!Grid!(BB,!10)!U,!R![any]!
minim!and!quaver.!
• Producing!a!steady!buzz.!
4. Go!!Stop!!(BB,!11)!U,!B![C]!
d) Name!game!(circle)!
• Learning! and! recalling! the! • Awareness! of! the! conductor;!
5. Thinking!(PP)!U,!B![D]!
e) Copy!rhythm!activities!(circle)!
fingering/slide! position! for! C! &! D!
knowing! when! to! start,! trying! to!
6. Elegy!(TB,!5)!U,!B![CD]!links&with&Pavane! f) Down!by!the!Ocean!(SGR)!
(or!transpositions!of!these!notes).!
keep! together! and! knowing! when!
(TB,!3)!U,!B![GF]!
g) Apple!Tree!(SGR)!
to!stop.!
• Moving!between!the!above!pitches!
7. In!the!Groove!(LS)!B?,!U![D]!
h) Bounce!High!Bounce!Low!(SGR)!
8. Sombrero!Stomp!(BB,!12)!U,!B![CD]!
i) I!Like!Coffee!(SGR)!
in!a!performance!context.!
• Recognising,!
recalling!
and!
9. CD!Sampler!(BB,!13)!U,!B![CD]!
j) Copy!rhythm!activities!on!mouthpiece!
repeating!
a!
rhythm!
• Performing! simple! 8/12/16Sbar!
10. Another!Way!(BB,!13)!U,!B![CD]!
k) Copy!rhythm!activities!on!a!given!pitch!
(vocal/clapping).![e)]!
pieces!in!unison.!
11. Summer!Song!(BB,!13)!U,!B![CD]!
l) Copy! rhythm! activities! on! alternating!
!
#
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Brass!
Half!Term!2!
Overview!

28.
29.
30.
31.

!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

BB&=&Boosey&Brass,&TB&=&Team&Brass,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&PP&=&Powerpoint,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&and&Rhymes…&
U&=&Unison,&2&=&2&parts&etc,&B&=&Backing&track,&P&=&Pulse&track,&R&=&Rhythm&track!

Mr!Cool!(LS)!U,!B![CSF]!
Big!Time!Blues!(PP)!U,!B![E]!
Be!a!Dude!(PP)!U,!B![DE]!
Extension! piece! books! to! support! high!
end!differentiation!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!(or!7)!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Learning!third!pitch!(E/B!for!horns).!Three!note!repertoire!introduced!
• All& pupils& (working& towards)& will& be& working& towards& their& Bronze& Stepwize&
2. Consolidation!and!strengthening!of!repertoire!and!core!skills!including!basics!
certificate.&&
of!notation.!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&have&achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.&
3. Learning! fourth! pitch! (F/C! for! horns,! or! down! to! F#).! Four! note! repertoire! • Some&pupils&(working&beyond)&will&be&working&towards&(or&in&exceptional&cases&
introduced.!
have& achieved)& their& Silver& Stepwize& certificate.& Gifted& and& talented& supported&
4. Consolidation!and!strengthening!of!repertoire!and!core!skills!
by&[31].!
5. Rehearsal!for!end!of!term!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)&
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
16. We!Will!Rock!You!(LS)!U,!B![CDEF]!
m) Scalic! warmSups! (3/4! pitches! as! • Playing!with!the!correct!posture.!
• Improvise! within! a! simple! 16Sbeat!
17. Hot!Cross!Buns!(LS)!U,!B![CDE]!
appropriate)!
setting! using! 1,2,! or! 3! notes! [Error!#
• Showing! an! awareness! of! pitch,!
18. Au!Clair!de!la!Lune!(BB,!16)!U,!B![CDE]!
n) 4Sbeat!rhythm!cards!(crotchet/quaver)!
Reference#source#not#found.].!
pulse/beat.!
19. Mole!Hill!(BB,!15)!U,!B,![CDE]!
• Controlling! pitch! when! singing! and! • Pupils! can! listen! to! a! rhythmic! call!
20. Shore!to!Sea!(BB,!16)!U,!B![CDE]!
and! response! and! reproduce! it!
when!playing!an!instrument.!
21. The!Lost!Note!(TB,!7)!U,!B,![CDE]!
accurately! on! their! instrument! using!
• Producing!a!note!with!the!tongue.!
22. Tricky!Tune!!(TB,!7)!U,!B,![CDE]!
appropriate!techniques![j),!k),!l)].!
23. Acapulco!Bay!(TB,!7)!U,!B,![CDE]!
• They!can!play!3!sequential!pitches.!
24. Flowing!(TB,!9)!U,!B,![CDEF]!
•
Follow! basic! notation! (annotated!
• They! can! control! their! fingering! or!
25. Walking!(TB,!9)!U,!B,![CDEF]!
rhythm! notations! building! to! 2/3!
the!slide.!
26. Sort!‘em!Out!!(TB,!9)!U,!B,![CDEF]!
note!annotated!stave!notation)![n)].!
• Pupils! can! empty! water! from! their!
27. Step!Time!(adapted!BB,!25)!U,!B![CSF]!
instrument.!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Brass!

Half!Term!3!
Overview!

!
Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

BB&=&Boosey&Brass,&TB&=&Team&Brass,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&PP&=&Powerpoint,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&and&Rhymes…&
U&=&Unison,&2&=&2&parts&etc,&B&=&Backing&track,&P&=&Pulse&track,&R&=&Rhythm&track!

41. Once!a!Man!(LS),!U!with!harm.![CSG]!
42. Razza!Sazza!(LS)!B,!U!harm.![DE!(+AG!for!
Euph/Tbn)]!
43. Merrily! We! Roll! Along! (s/s! arr.)! (LS)! U!
[CDE]!
44. Traffic!!(s/s!arr.)!(LS)!U![CSG]!
45. Lightly&Row&(BB,&28)&&&(LS)&4&(Br&Qt)&[CSG]&

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Recap!of!skills!from!before!Christmas.!Introduction!of!new!repertoire.!!
• All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&be&working&at&or&near&the&level&necessary&to&have&
2. Playing! in! parts! –! introduction! of! new! repertoire! to! support! this,! mostly!
achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.&
homophonic.!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&be&working&towards&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
3. Learning! fifth! pitch! (G)! –! horns! continue! to! extend! register! downwards.! Five! • Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& be& working& at& the& level& necessary& to& have&
note!repertoire,!in!parts,!introduced.!
achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.!
4. Learning!new!pitch!(low!B/F#!etc.!as!appropriate)!and!associated!repertoire.!
5. Repertoire!moves!towards!polyphonic/section!based!textures.!
6. Music!in!triple!time.!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
32. Beach!Hut!(BB,!22)!B,!2![CDE]!
o) Copy!rhythm!activities!on!a!given!pitch!
• Sustaining!notes!and!strengthening!of! • Ability! to! maintain! a! musical! line!
33. Knights! Templar! March! (BB,! 20)! B,! U! p) Copy! rhythm! activities! on! alternating!
tone!quality.!
within!a!multiSpart!arrangement.!
(poss.!adapt.)![CSF]!
pitches!
• Extension!of!range.!
• Development! of! ability! to! read! and!
34. Cooling&Down&(BB,&30)&U,&B&[CSF]&
q) Scalic!warmSups!(up!to!5!notes)!
understand!
rhythm!
notation!
•
Development!of!more!closely!focused!
35. Barley&Break&(BB,&27)&U,&B&[CSG]&
r) Step&Time!notation!exercise.!
(crotchets,!quavers,!minims)![r)].!
articulation.!
36. Bird&Food&(BB,&32)&B,&U&[CSG]&
s) Time!and!Again!(BB,!21)!U,!unacc.![CSF]!
• Understanding! and! performing! music!
37. Three! Pieces! for! B! flat! band! (LS)! 3!! t) Three!by!Three!(BB,!23)!U,!B![CSE]!
in!triple!time![34,!35,!36].!
[BCDEFG]!
u) In! the! Groove! (circle/instrument!
38. Old&Liza&Jane&(TB,&12)&U,&B&[CSG]&
improvisation!activity)!
• Creating/improvising! a! 2Sbar! rhythm!
39. Mini&March&&&Boogie&Shoes&(Lem)&
(vocalised/clapped)![u)].!
40. Now&the&Day&is&Over/Another&Day&is&Over&
• Developing!sense!of!ensemble.!
(BB,&25)&U,&B&[CSG]&
• Evidence!of!independent!learning.!
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!

!

(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Brass!

Half!Term!4!
Overview!

!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

BB&=&Boosey&Brass,&TB&=&Team&Brass,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&PP&=&Powerpoint,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&and&Rhymes…&
U&=&Unison,&2&=&2&parts&etc,&B&=&Backing&track,&P&=&Pulse&track,&R&=&Rhythm&track!

52. Marching!(LS)!4!(Br!Qt)![CSG+F#)!
53. La!Mourisque!(BB,!32!&!LS)!2![BSG]!
54. Centre&Stage&(BB,&30)&B,&U&[CSG]&

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Group! composition! activity! [v)]! introduced! (to! occur! from! week! to! week,! • All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&have&achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.&
ongoing).!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&have&achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
2. Dynamics!and!controlling!air!flow.!
• Some&pupils&(working&beyond)&will&have&achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate&
3. Introduction!of!more!chromatic!notes,!e.g.!F#,!Eb.!
and&will&be&developing&skills&as&a&leader/soloist&[46,&49,&50].!
4. Consolidation/development!of!previous!work.!
5. Rehearsal!for!end!of!term!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
46. Mattachins! (adapted! BB,! 19)! 3+,! B! v) 4Sbar!composition!activity!
• Extension!of!range.!
• Ability! to! maintain! a! musical! line!
[BCDEF,!G!(tbn)!DEF#!(hns)]!
within!a!multiSpart!arrangement.!
• Moving! confidently! around! 3! pitches!
47. Three! Pieces! for! B! flat! band! (LS)! 3!!
as!a!minimum.!
• Further!development!of!ability!to!read!
[BCDEFG]!
stave! notation,! including! through! the!
• Using! the! embouchure! to! support!
48. Surprise! Symphony! (LS,! s/s)! [CSG! +! F#,!
medium!of!composition![r),!v)].!
higher!pitches.!
low!B,!low!D!and!E!for!sax.]!
NB! –! Pieces! which! include! slurring! can! be! played! •
Creating/improvising! a! 2Sbar! rhythm!
49. Time! Out! (extended! version! with!
articulated!or!used!later!in!the!year,!as!appropriate.!
(instrument)![u)].!
dynamics)!(LS)!B,!3+!
50. Ten! Toe! Tapper! (LS)! B,! 3! (Bb! Band)! [CSE!
• Basic!
melodic!
instrumental!
for!br.,!down!to!low!G!for!cl.]!
improvisation![49,!50].!
51. …And!a!Portion!of!Chips!(LS)!B?,!3!(trom!
• Performing! and! following! complete!
part?)![CSG]!
pieces!of!music!with!confidence.!
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!

I!Got!Rhythm!(LS)!3+![BSE,F#,G!+A!(cl.)!
Twinkle,!Twinkle!(BB,!33)!B,!U![CSA]!
Icelandic&Lullaby&(BB,&36)&U,&B&[CSA+F#]&
Russian&Dance&(BB,&36)&U,&B&[CSA+F#]&
Chosen! repertoire! for! Come& and& Play&
with&the&Hallé!

(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Brass!

Half!Term!5!
Overview!

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

!
Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

BB&=&Boosey&Brass,&TB&=&Team&Brass,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&PP&=&Powerpoint,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&and&Rhymes…&
U&=&Unison,&2&=&2&parts&etc,&B&=&Backing&track,&P&=&Pulse&track,&R&=&Rhythm&track!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
Monday&schools&will&lose&a&lesson&due&to&the&May&Day&Bank&Holiday.!
• All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&be&working&at&or&near&the&level&necessary&to&have&
1. Introduction!of!Hallé!songs.!To!be!developed!aurally/visually!weekly!alongside!
achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
other!repertoire.!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&be&working&towards&their&Gold&Stepwize&certificate.&
2. Introduction!of!slurring/glissando.!
• Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& be& working& at& the& level& necessary& to& have&
3. Introduction!of!Hallé!pieces.!To!be!developed!aurally/visually!weekly!alongside!
achieved&their&Gold&Stepwize&certificate.!
other!repertoire.!
4. Development!of!repertoire!and!continuation!of!group!composition!work.!
5. Further!extension!of!range!up/down!as!appropriate!and!repertoire!to!support.!
6. Consolidation/development!of!previous!work.!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
55. Woogie!Boogie!(adapted!BB!27)!3+,!B![CS w) Smooth!Moves!(BB,!18)!B,!U![CSF,!slur]!
• Ability!to!perform!confidently!on!their! • Understanding! and! application! of!
G!+!F#,D#(A#,hn)]!
instrument! as! part! of! the! ensemble!
syncopation.!
56. Jewel! in! the! Crown! (adapted! BB)! 3+,! B!
with!increased!detail!in!articulation.!
• Understanding!of!and!ability!to!follow!
[CSG!+!B,Bb,A,Ab]!stacc.,!slur.!
appropriate! notation! with! relative!
•
Ability!
to!
slur!
[56,!
63,!
66]!
between!
57. May!Fanfare!(LS)!4![CSG!+!Eb,!Bb!F#]!
neighbouring!
notes!
as!
well!
as!
ease.!
58. Time&Out,&Time&Off&(BB,&29)&U,&B&[CSG]&
glissando!(trombones)![55]!
• Ability! to! improvise! on! a! more!
59. Oh&When&The&Saints&(LS)&3+,&s/s&
significant!level!(e.g.!4!bars).!
60. Bim!Bam!(LS)!U!with!harm.![DSA+!low!Bb]!
61. Mocking!Bird!Song!(LS)!B,!3+![CSA]!
• Ability! to! make! informed! choices!
62. All!The!Small!Things!(LS)!3![GSG]!
regarding! dynamics,! ensemble! and!
63. Snakes!in!Harmony!(LS)!4![BSA)!
balance.!
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!

!

!

!

(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Brass!

Half!Term!6!
Overview!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Introduction!of!fermata/ritenuto/lip!slurring!as!appropriate.!
• All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&have&achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
2. Consolidation/development!of!previous!work.!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&have&achieved&their&Gold&Stepwize&certificate.&
3. Rehearsal! of! Hallé! repertoire! (Come! and! Play! with! the! Hallé! takes! place! this! • Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& have& achieved& their& Platinum& Stepwize&
week).!
certificate.!
4. Consolidation/development!of!previous!work.!
5. Rehearsal!for!end!of!term!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
69. Hopak&(BB,&37)&U,&B&[CSA]&
x) Appropriate!songs!in!canon!
• Ability! to! move! fluently! between! 5! • Ability! to! commit! more! complex!
70. Little&Brown&Jug&(BB,&39)&U,&B&[BSB]&
notes! (minimum),! with! clarity! and!
rhythm/melody! patterns! to! memory!
71. Land&of&the&Silver&Birch&(BB,&39)&U,&B&[BSB]&
precision!in!intervals.!
when!playing.!
72. Aura&Lee&(BB,&41)&U,&B&[CSBb]&
• Ability! to! play! and! recognise! an! • Participation! in! a! major! concert!
73. Tall&Tale,&Big&Hat&(BB,&41)&U,&B&[FSBb]&
appropriate! range! of! chromatic! or!
opportunity! as! well! as! school!
74. Freewheelin’&(BB,&43)&U,&B&[BSG]&
high/low!notes!other!than!the!5!note!
concerts.!
75. Fortune&Cookies&(BB,&44)&U,&B&[BbSBb]&
scale.!!
• Instrumental! music! performed! in!
76. Trumpet&Rap&(BB,&45)&U,&B&[DSB]&
77. Serenade&(BB,&46)&U,&B&[DSBb]&
canon![71,!x)]!
• Ability!to!lip!slur![69,!74]!
78. TipStoe&(BB,&46)&U,&B&[BSB]&
• Ability! to! recognise! and! respond! to!
BB&=&Boosey&Brass,&TB&=&Team&Brass,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&PP&=&Powerpoint,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&and&Rhymes…&
conducting!gestures!for!fermate![75]!
U&=&Unison,&2&=&2&parts&etc,&B&=&Backing&track,&P&=&Pulse&track,&R&=&Rhythm&track!
• Ability! to! recognise! and! respond! to!
conducting!gestures!for!ritenuti![75]!
• Ability!to!perform!in!mixed!metre![78]!
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!

Half!Term!1!
Overview!

Links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

Suggested#Repertoire!
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Tuning!up;!listen!to!"Palladio"#!
Y3/4! Activities! focussed! on! repetitive!
• Assembling! and! looking! after! their!
Abracadabra! Beginners! (Katie! Wearing);!
actions! e.g.! "Stop! the! traffic"! posture!
instrument!and!holding!it!correctly!
plenty& of& open& string& pieces& and& helpful&
routine.! Responding! to! signals,! focus!
• Pizzicato! with! a! clear! control! of! pulse,!
pictures.!
and! unity! ("Don't! clap! this! one! back")!
and! correctly! recognising! at! least! 3!
Cello! and! violin! opens! nemonic,! eg:!
Dexterity!games!Left/right!coordination,!
strings.!
('cellos)"Catch& Giant& Dinosaurs& Alive& (vlns&
Dalcroize! beanbag! games.! So\mi! songs!
• Arco! with! some! fingertip! control,! a!
reply“Don't& be& silly”),& Giant& Dinosaurs& Are&
(e.g.Doggie!doggie!where's!your!bone?)!
recognisable!pulse.!
Extinct"!
Y5/6# activities! can! extend! listening! skill!
• !Practicing! at! home;! increasing!
Vamoosh!(T.Gregory)!excellent!backing!tracks!
and! musicianship! through! part! song!
stamina.!
Violin! Star! 1! (ABRSM)! Open& String& Boogie;&
games,! (e.g.! "Ken! and! BarbieQ")!
#
Trolls&Orcs&and&Goblins!
competion! and! speed! of! reactions.!
Fiddle!Time!Starters!(!Kathy!Blackwell!)!
("zoom","copy!me/follow!me/switch")!
!

•

•

•

•
•

!

Maintaining!a!steady!pulse.!
Aural! understanding! of! crotchet/!
minim!and!quaver.!
Awareness! of! the! conductor;! when! to!
start,! keeping! together! and! when! to!
stop.!
Recognise,! recall! and! repeat! a! rhythm!
(vocal/clapping).!!
Rehearse,! review! and! improve! own!
sound.!

Core#Musical#Skills!

Outcomes/Assessment#
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
• All& pupils& (working& towards)& will& be& working& towards& their& Bronze& Stepwize&
certificate.&&
• Most& pupils& (working& at)& will& be& supporting& the& above& with& practise& at& home&
and&will&take&a&proactive&part&in&their&lessons.&
• Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& demonstrate& the& necessary& skills& to& have&
achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.!
!
!

!

!

(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Strings!

To#be#read#and#used#in#conjunction#with#the#assessment#criteria#for#the#‘Stepwize’#progress#tracking#system!

!Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
Each&lesson&should&include&warmups&and&games&to&encourage&increasingly&confidant&
unity& of& ensemble& and& independent& part& leading.& Also& to& encourage& physical&
ambidexterity& and& fine& motor& skills& in& particular.& Use& any& opportunity& to& play& or&
demonstrate&"real"&music&to&inspire&and&model.&&&&&!
1. Introduction,!demonstration!and!choice!between!'cello/violin.!
2. Size,! allocate! and! administrate! instruments.! Health! and! safely.! Posture,!
names!of!the!4!strings.!Stop/start!signals.!First!piece!on!2!strings.!Pizzicato!
3. Playing! all! together.! Visualised! rhythms/! Internalising! beats:! e.g.! "Walks".!
Consolidating!names!of!strings,!add!3rd!string.!
4. Extend! rhythm! work! to! ! add! long! minims! e.g! "stride"! in! preparation! for!
whole!bows/tone!production.!
5. Arco&Bow!safety!and!mechanics.!Bow!holds,!games,!excercises.!Apply!to!open!
string!pieces!already!learned.!
6. Consolidate!previous!week,!rather!than!add!new!material.!
Dependant&on&the&number&of&different&instruments&in&use,&activities&may&take&place&at&
a&different&pace&than&above.!
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!

!

!(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Strings!
Half!Term!2!
Overview!

!

3.

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

Decorate!instrument!with!tinsel.!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!(or!7)!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Consolidation! of! G,! D,! and! A! pizzicato,! emphasis! on! ensemble.! Christmas! • All& pupils& (working& towards)& will& be& working& towards& their& Bronze& Stepwize&
pieces!if!appropriate.!
certificate.&&
Consolidate!Arco!technique!on!single!strings,!continue!to!strengthen!fingers! • Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&have&achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.&
on!bow.!Develop!rhythmic!values!and!bow!control;!pieces!in!3!beats.!
• Some&pupils&(working&beyond)&will&be&working&towards&(or&in&exceptional&cases&
!!!!!!!Develop!arco!string!crossing;!
have&achieved)&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&Gifted&and&talented&supported.!
2. Experiment! with! bow! sound! effects;! tremolo,! dynamics,! creating! a! new!
• All! pupils! will! have! joined! in! with! singing! games! and! excercises! that!
arrangement!of!a!well!know!piece!eg.!a!carol.!
emphasise! ‘So& Rmi–Doh’& intervals! (eg.! John! Kanakanaka/Concentration,!
3. Continue! to! consolidate! instrumental! skills! and! ensemble! techniques! in!
navigation);!keeping!your!part!going!in!2!or!3!part!songs.!(rounds,!open!string!
rehearsal! for! performance,! eg.! playing! altogether! on! the! beat! while! other!
carol!arrangements)!
rhythms!are!being!played!in!other!parts.!
• All! will! have! tried! to! achieve! a! good! posture! for! pizzicato! open! strings,! and!
4. Rehearsals,!performances,!!
will!have!had!a!go!at!playing!with!the!bow.!
5. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!
!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested-ActivitiesPerformance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
1. Bow! holds;! find! a! pet! name! for! (building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
1. EITHER:! Open! string! Christmas!
shape! of! hand! eg:! ‘Anthony! • Playing! with! the! correct! posture,! • Pupils!can!recognise!and!play!in!both!
carols/songs:!!
Aardvaark’!or!‘Throw!like!a!zombie’.!
focus!on!right!hand/bow!
3!and!4!beat!metres.!!
Jingle&Bells&
Bow!aerobics,!!exercises!and!games!
• Showing! an! awareness! of! pitch,! • Pupils!can!listen!to!a!simple!rhythmic!
Away&in&a&manger&
eg! ‘Windscreen! wipers’! ‘Stir! the!
pulse/beat.!
call! and! response! and! reproduce! it!
Calypso&carol&
soup’! ’Zoom! zoom! zoom,! we’re!
accurately! on! their! instrument! using!
•
Producing!
a!
note!
with!
the!
bow,!
Rockin&around&the&Christmas&tree&
going! to! the! moon’,! ‘Monkeys! up!
pizz!or!arco.!
controlling!different!lengths.!
2. OR:!Vamoosh;!Old&smokey&
the!tree’!‘Varnish!the!stick’!
• Pupils! can! follow! a! musical! time! line!
Circle&madness&
2. Three\time;! swing! to! the! beat,! • They!can!play!3!string!pitches.!
Airport.&
dancing! the! waltz,! rolling! a! ball! to! • They!can!look!after!their!bow,!keep!it!
with! notes! annotated! as! letters,!
!
your!partner!‘Roll!And!Catch’.!
understanding!a!piece’s!structure.!
rosined!and!unwound!after!playing.!
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!

!

!(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Strings!

Half!Term!3!
Overview!

‘Engine!Engine’,!‘Chinese!New!Year’’!Rain!
on! the! green! grass’& (K.Wearing&&
Abracadabra&Beginners)&
Twinkle!Twinkle&(Team&Strings)&
Halle& resources& from& ‘Come& and& Play&
with…’&
Have&fun&joining&in&with&Jaws!theme&
Ostinato&for&Frere!Jaques&DRE1RD&/&DRA1RD&&
&

Adding!Left!Hand!1st!Fingers!(A,!E,!B)!
enabling!one!step!(tone)!melodies#
Bow! tone! quality! and! sustain! enabling!
minims,!understanding!‘Down’!and!‘Up’!
Bow!articulation!enabling!quaver!rhythms!
Dynamic! range;! how! do! you! make! the!
sound! quiet! or! loud?! (Develop! and! use!
correct!terminology)!
•

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

Bungalow&Song&(Singing&Playgrounds)&
Hi,&My&name&is&Joe&&(Shirley&Court)&
Beat/Rhythm&Skill&Builders&(Mus&Express&Extra)&&
•
Songs& with& stepwise& melodies& eg& “Harry& Potter”&
(tune;’Frere&Jaques’)&
•
Finger&Aerobics;&anything&to&encourage&fine&motor& •
skills.&Use&hand&as&scale&(&left&hand&index&finger&is&
rung&1&of&a&ladder,&sing&your&way&up&and&down&the&
ladder;&or&pinch&both&thumbs&to&each&finger&in&turn&
singing&a&4Rnote&scale.&1,&121,&12321,&1234321&&

•

•

•

•

•

Ability!to!maintain!a!musical!line!within!a!
multi\part!arrangement.!
Development! of! ability! to! read! and!
understand! rhythm! notation! (crotchets,!
quavers,!minims).!
Understanding! and! performing! music! in!
triple!time!
Developing!sense!of!ensemble.!
Evidence!of!independent!learning.!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
Continue!to!introduce!new!songs!and!games!that!challenge!listening!skills!and!physical! • All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&be&working&at&or&near&the&level&necessary&to&have&
coordination,!especially!focussing!on!fine!motor!skills.!
achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.&
Week#1###Introduce!idea!of!a!one#step#rise/fall#in#melody!instead!of!open!string!jumps.! • Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&be&working&towards&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
Introduce! new! letter! name! eg! E! first! finger! on! D! (apply! to! all! strings! if! pupils! are! • Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& be& working& at& the& level& necessary& to& have&
confident)! beware! open! E! confusion! for! violins.! Locate! position! of! fingertip! on!
achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.!
instrument!with!visual!marker!(sticker,!pencil!mark)!if!instrument!is!clean.!!!!!!!!
Week#2#!!Continue!to!develop!LH!posture!and!strength,!possibly!only!pizz.!Continue!to!
refer! back! to! open! string! pieces! for! continued! bow! development.! Continue! rhythm!
games!including!Flash!Card!notation;!recognising#crotchet,#minims#and#quavers.!
Week#3!!Combine!bow/1st!fingers.!Add!further!open!eg.!B1!on!A.!NB&advise&still&avoid&
pieces&with&string&crossing&while&establishing&LH&
Week# 4# # # # Continue! to! develop! all! skills! in! combination.# More! able! pupils! could! be!
challenged!to!bow!alternative!rhythm!patterns!eg,!a!waltz!could!be!played!at! Bronze!
level!with!long!dotted!minims,!while!aspiring!Silvers!could!try!keeping!a!crotchet!beat!
or!inventing!quaver!patterns,!as!a!sneak!preview!to!next!weeks!work…..!
Week#5###Rhythm#Grids;!how!to!subdivide!beats!(!4/4!)!Games!and!groupwork,!written!
notation.!
Week# 6# # Reading! and! playing! music! from! full! notation! (! one! line! manuscript! may! be!
appropriate!for!y3/4!)!including!pitch!and!rhythm.!
!
Resources#could#include;#
Activities#could#include;!
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
First!Finger!Rag,&(Violin&Star)&
Rhythm&flashcards,&‘Don’t&clap&this&one&back’&
(building&on&previous&skills)&
(building&on&previous&skills)#
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!

!

!(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Strings!

Half!Term!4!
Overview!

!
&

!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

.!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Group!composition!activity!introduced!(to!occur!from!week!to!week,!ongoing).!
• All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&have&achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.&
With&the&aim&of&i)&challenging&pupils&to&combine&techniques&learned&so&far;&ii)&collecting& • Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&have&achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
their& own& ideas& and& working& in& a& small& group;& iii)& rehearsing& and& refining& ideas;& iv)& • Some&pupils&(working&beyond)&will&have&achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate&
recording& using& written& notation& or& graphic& score& notation& and& classroom& IT;& v)&
and&will&be&developing&skills&as&a&leader/soloist!
performing,&and&reflecting&on&the&outcomes.&
2. See&i)!experiencing!improvising!may!need!whole!class!warmup!for!confidence.!
3. See&ii)!try!to!record!early!work!as!this!will!help!continuity.!
4. See&iii)!also!refer!back!to!source!material,!or!more!improv!games!etc.!
5. Etc.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
#
(building&on&previous&activities)&
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
Make! your! own! cartoon! soundtrack! (see! You! Circle! games! that! demand! instant! improvised! • Extension! of! range! to! 2nds! (vln)! or! • Ability! to! maintain! a! musical! line!
Tube!for!small!chunks!of!video.!
responses!from!each!pupil.!Eg!Bungalow!song!
3rds!(clo)!ie!B,!F#,!C#!
within!a!multi\part!arrangement.!
!
Or!name!rhythms!
!
• Further!development!of!ability!to!read!
BBC! ten! pieces! response! eg.! Planets! (Mars! Copy!Me!and!Switch!with!pupil!leaders.!
• Moving! confidently! across! all! strings!
stave! notation,! including! through! the!
pictures)!Connect!It!(‘found’!sounds/actions)!
Graphic!score!input!
with!
bow,!
possibly!
to!
C(clo)!
and!
E!
medium!of!composition.!
!
Clapping!Flash!card!revision!
(vln)!if!repetoire!allows.!
•
Creating/improvising! a! 2\bar! rhythm!
School!cross!curricular!themes!
Continue!including!music!from!traditional!and!
(instrument)!!
!
modern! composers! as! inspiration,! even! if! it’s! • Control!of!dynamics!
A! series! of! sound! pictures! called! ‘Weather& just!to!listen!to!for!fun!as!they!come!in.!
• Using!detache/legato!bows!
• Performing! and! following! complete!
Warning’! (listen! to! Britten! ‘Peter! Grimes’,! #
pieces!of!music.!
• Appropriate! use! of! pizz,! arco,! whole!
Vivaldi! 4! Seasons! to! hear! how! they! used! the!
!
bow! sustain,! sound! effects! eg! • Developing!the!confidence!to!perform!
instruments! to! sound! like! turbulent! wind! or!
!
tremolo,! glissandi,! sul! ponticello,! sul!
solo!
treacherous! ice,! or! the! stillness! of! a! very! hot!
tasto!
•
Developing!the!awareness!of!others!in!
day!broken!by!a!storm)!
!
ensemble.!
!

!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Strings!

Half!Term!5!
Overview!

!

Elbow,! Kasabian,! Coldplay,! etc,# baroque! style!
(Vivaldi,! Pachelbel,! )! all& make& good& use& of&
driving& quaver& motifs,& ostinati,& and& power&
chord&progressions.&

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
Monday&schools&will&lose&a&lesson&due&to&the&May&Day&Bank&Holiday.!
• All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&be&working&at&or&near&the&level&necessary&to&have&
1. Introduction! of! Hallé! songs! and! pieces.! To! be! developed! aurally/visually!
achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
weekly!alongside!other!repertoire.!Refresh!first!fingers.!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&be&working&towards&their&Gold&Stepwize&certificate.&
2. Introduction! of! any! new! techniques! required! by! Halle! pieces! not! already! • Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& be& working& at& the& level& necessary& to& have&
covered.!!NB&rely&entirely&on&aural&memory&or&hand&signs,&notation&not&useful&
achieved&their&Gold&Stepwize&certificate.!
at& BWH.! Introduction! to! next! notes! in! scale! i.e.! 2nds(vln)! and! 3rds(clo)!
although&if&Halle&material&needs&Bb&and&F,&then&both&on&2nds&&
3. As!above,!with!supporting!repertoire.!
4. As! above.! Supporting! work! may! include! watching! BBC! Ten! Pieces! and!
conversations! about! symphony! orchestras,! instrumentation,! other! pieces! on!
the!Halle!programme!etc.!
5. As!above!
Additional#repertoire#may#include#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
#
!
(building&on&previous&skills)&
(building&on&previous&skills)#
nd
nd rd
‘2 !finger!close!to!first’!naturals!and!flats;!
Kodaly# Hand# signals;! revisit! early! So\mi\
• Ability!to!locate!2 /3 !fingers!on! • Understanding!of!and!ability!to!follow!
‘EgyptianBazaar’!(Abracadabra!bk1)!
doh! songs,(see! LMT! resources)! or! as! an!
at!least!2!strings&
appropriate! notation! with! relative!
!
extension!activity!Sound!of!Music!(!Music!
ease.!
• Staccato!bowing!
‘All!Mixed!up’!(Cohen)!exerpt.!
Express! 3! does! an! entire! unit! on! ‘Doe! a!
• Developing! ability! to! perform! • Ability! to! improvise! on! a! more!
!
Deer’!including!hand!signals)!
confidently! on! their! instrument! as!
significant!level!(e.g.!4!bars).!
Improvisation! in! Dorian! Mode! (e.g.! Dmin,! G,! !
part!of!the!ensemble.!
• Ability! to! make! informed! choices!
Amin,!C,!D;!arrange!as!you!please)!
Planning#a#concert#for#End#of#Summer#
regarding! dynamics,! ensemble! and!
!
(Repertoire,! posters! invites! etc.! NB! this! • Developing!confidence!to!lead!or!play!
If!not!attending!Halle;!!
will! need! to! be! booked! well! in! advance!
solos.!
balance.!
An! extended! project! (10! weeks)! on! different!
due! to! completely! unpredictable! nature! • Continuing!to!take!care!of!instrument! • Develop!use!of!proper!terminology!for!
styles! of! string! playing! eg,! folk! (eg.! Edward!
of!all!primary!school!diaries.!Possibly!not!
especially! when! travelling,! and! in!
musical! structure,! dynamics,! rhythms!
Hughes! Jones! ‘Jigs! Reels! and! Polkas’)! pop!
appropriate!if!attending!Halle.)!
different!weather!conditions!
etc.!!
(string! riffs! from! contemporary! tracks,! by!
!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Strings!

Half!Term!6!
Overview!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

!

!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Introduction!of!fermata/ritenuto/lip!slurring!as!appropriate.!
• All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&have&achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
2. Consolidation/development!of!previous!work.!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&have&achieved&their&Gold&Stepwize&certificate.&
3. Rehearsal! of! Hallé! repertoire! (Come! and! Play! with! the! Hallé! takes! place! this! • Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& have& achieved& their& Platinum& Stepwize&
week).!
certificate.!
4. Consolidation/development!of!previous!work.!
5. Rehearsal!for!end!of!term!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
&
• Ability!to!bow!fluently!across!strings.! • Ability! to! commit! more! complex!
rhythm/melody! patterns! to! memory!
• !Ability! to! play! and! recognise! an!
See-Half-term-5when!playing.!
appropriate!range!of!chromatic!notes!
on!G,!D!or!A!string.!
• Participation! in! a! major! concert!
opportunity! as! well! as! school!
• Ability! to! recognise! notes! on! C! string!
concerts.!
or!E!string.!!
•
Instrumental! music! performed! in!
• Developing!
bowed!
articulation!
canon!
legato/staccato!
• Ability! to! recognise! and! respond! to!
conducting!gestures!for!fermate!
• Ability! to! recognise! and! respond! to!
conducting!gestures!for!ritenuti!
• Ability!to!perform!in!mixed!metre!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Tuned!Percussion!

To#be#read#and#used#in#conjunction#with#the#assessment#criteria#for#the#‘Stepwize’#progress#tracking#system!

Half!Term!1!
Overview!

Links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

MH&=&The&Music&Handbook,&TP&=&Team&Percussion,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&MAMP=&Me&and&My&Piano,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&
and&Rhymes…,&SFS&=&Songs&for&Singing,&ME&=Music&Express:&Developing&Musical&Skills,&BP1&=&Bravo&Percussion&Book&1,&
RR&=&Razzamajazz&Recorder&

m) Apple!Tree!(SGR)!
n) Twos!and!Fours,!Beat!It!(ME)!

!Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Introduction,! demonstration! and! setting! up! correctly! of! stand! with! both! • All& pupils& (working& towards)& will& be& working& towards& their& Bronze& Stepwize&
drum!pad!and!glockenspiel.!
certificate.&&
2. Introduction!of!how!to!hold!sticks!and!basic!stroke!on!both!instruments.!
• Most& pupils& (working& at)& will& be& supporting& the& above& with& practise& at& home&
3. Glockenspiel!layout!and!finding!first!note!F,!in!all!3!octaves.!Introduce!double!
and&will&take&a&proactive&part&in&their&lessons.&
strokes!on!both!instruments.!
• Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& demonstrate& the& necessary& skills& to& have&
4. Discuss! musical! alphabet,! finding! second! and! third! notes,! G! and! A,! in! all! 3!
achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.!
octaves.!
5. Explore! playing! 2! and! 3! notes! using! improvisation! and! one,! two! and! threeQ
note!repertoire.!
6. Consolidation! of! initial! work! and! performance! of! one,! two! and! threeQnote!
repertoire!on!glockenspiels.!!
Suggested#Repertoire!
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills!
1. Postman!Pete!(MAMP)!
a) Name!game!
• Assemble! the! instrument! and! hold! • Maintain!a!steady!pulse.!
2. Telephone!(MAMP)!
b) Drum!kit!game!
sticks!and!beaters!correctly.!
• Aural! understanding! of! crotchet!
3. Hot!Cross!Buns!!
c) Human!keyboard!!
and!quavers.!
• Use!the!basic!stroke.!
4. Peter!Taps!with!One!Hammer!(MH)!
d) Copy!rhythm!activities,!clapping!
•
Understand!
the!
layout!
of!
the!
•
Aural! understanding! of! high! and!
5. Rain!is!Falling!Down!(MH)!
e) Forbidden!rhythm!game!
glockenspiel!to!find!F,!G!and!A.!
low!pitch.!
6. Acapulco!Bay!(TP)!
f) Copy! rhythm! activities! on! drum! pads!
• Be! able! to! move! between! the! • Show!
awareness!
of!
the!
7. Au!Clair!de!la!Lune!(TP)!
and!single!note!on!glockenspiels!
above! pitches! in! a! performance!
leader/conductor,! being! able! to!
!
g) Copy!rhythm!activities!on!single!pitch,!in!
Most&pieces&are&sung&first&and&then&played&on&
changing!octaves!on!glockenspiels!
context.!
start! and! stop! on! vocal! and! visual!
glockenspiels,& without& the& need& for& notation.& h) Copy! rhythm! activities! on! alternating!
command.!
• Perform! simple! 8/12/16Qbar! pieces!
Much& of& this& repertoire& is& transposed& to& fit&
pitches!
in!unison.!
• Recognise,! recall! and! repeat! a!
notes&F,&G&and&A.&
i) Bounce!High!Bounce!Low!(SGR)!
#
rhythm! by! clapping! and! playing!
&
j) I!Like!Coffee!(SGR)!
instruments.!
Activities& and& repertoire& can& be& further& k) Copy!Cat!(MH)!
!
supported&with&Kodaly&hand&signs.&
l) Hey!Hey!(MH)!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Tuned!Percussion!
Half!Term!2!
Overview!

!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

MH&=&The&Music&Handbook,&TP&=&Team&Percussion,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&MAMP=&Me&and&My&Piano,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&
and&Rhymes…,&SFS&=&Songs&for&Singing,&ME&=Music&Express:&Developing&Musical&Skills,&BP1&=&Bravo&Percussion&Book&1,&
RR&=&Razzamajazz&Recorder&

part&on&drum&pad.&Gifted&and&Talented&pupils&
are&encouraged&to&play&full&melodies.&
&
!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!(or!7)!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Introduce! new! note,! C,! using! glockenspiel! layout,! 2/3! different! octaves.! • All& pupils& (working& towards)& will& be& working& towards& their& Bronze& Stepwize&
Introduce!simple!rhythmic!notation.!!
certificate.&&
2. Group!composing!activities!(to!be!onQgoing)!creating!simple!4!beat!rhythms! • Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&have&achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.&
using!new!rhythmic!notation,!alongside!appropriate!repertoire![8].!Introduce! • Some&pupils&(working&beyond)&will&be&working&towards&(or&in&exceptional&cases&
dynamics,!loud!and!soft!sounds.!
have&achieved)&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&!
3. New!pitches!D!and!E.!Introduce!four!and!fiveQnote!repertoire!using!notes!CQ
G.!!
4. Introduce!seasonal!repertoire!if!appropriate![13][14].!
5. Consolidation!of!new!learning!and!rehearsal!for!end!of!term!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)&
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
8. C!Jam!Blues!(LS)!
o) Scalic! warmQups! and! copy! activities! • Hold!sticks/beaters!correctly!and!can! • Recognise! and! perform! from! simple!
9. We!Will!Rock!You!(LS)!!
(3/4/5!pitches!as!appropriate)!
use!the!basic!stroke.!
rhythmic!notation.!
10. Medieval!Dance!(LS)!
p) 4Qbeat! rhythm! cards! (crotchet/pair! of!
• Control! beaters! by! striking! correct! • Compose! or! improvise! simple!
11. Pease!Pudding!Hot!(SFS)!
quavers/crotchet!rest)!
‘key’!when!playing!glockenspiel.!
rhythms!given!basic!framework.!
12. Once!a!Man!Fell!in!a!Well!(SFS)!
q) Copy! rhythm! activities! to! include!
• Pupils! can! find! their! way! around! • Pupils! can! listen! to! a! rhythmic! call!
13. Jingle!Bells!(LS,!rhythm!notation)!
dynamics!–!loud!and!soft!sounds!
given!notes!on!the!glockenspiel.!
and! response! and! reproduce! it!
14. Ding! Dong! Merrily! on! High! (LS,! rhythm! r) Interactive! rhythm! composing! activities!
accurately! on! their! instrument! using!
notation)!
(e.g.! using! preQprinted! note! ‘playing! • Understand! how! to! create! loud! and!
&
cards’!and/or!individual!whiteboards)!
appropriate!techniques.!
soft!sounds.!
Repertoire& to& be& differentiated& into& parts,& so& s) Cyborg!Chase!(ME)!
!
• Pupils! can! demonstrate! singing! and!
there& is& always& an& option& to& play& a& one& or& t) Rhythm!composition!worksheets!
playing! the! same! simple! melody!
twoSnote& part,& or& rhythmic& ostinato/pulse&
simultaneously.!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Tuned!Percussion!

Half!Term!3!
Overview!

&
&
&
&

!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

MH&=&The&Music&Handbook,&TP&=&Team&Percussion,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&MAMP=&Me&and&My&Piano,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&
and&Rhymes…,&SFS&=&Songs&for&Singing,&ME&=Music&Express:&Developing&Musical&Skills,&BP1&=&Bravo&Percussion&Book&1,&
RR&=&Razzamajazz&Recorder!

24. I!Got!the!B!flat!Blues!(RR)&

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Recap!of!skills!from!before!Christmas,!including!all!notes!from!CQA!and!rhythm! • All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&be&working&at&or&near&the&level&necessary&to&have&
notation.!Introduction!of!new!repertoire.!!
achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.&
2. Introduce!pitch!notation,!and!5Qline!stave.!!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&be&working&towards&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
3. Introduce!B!on!glockenspiels!for!full!C!major!scale.!
• Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& be& working& at& the& level& necessary& to& have&
4. New!repertoire!using!smaller!groups!of!notes,!to!aid!pitch!reading,!using!long!
achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.!
notes/rests!as!opportunities!to!improvise.!
5. Introduce!accidental/chromatic!note,!Bb!with!appropriate!repertoire![21][23].!
6. Consolidation!of!new!skills!and!performance!from!sheet!music.!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)&
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
15. Pineapple!punch!(RR)!
u) Pupil! led! copy! rhythm! activities! on! a! • Continue! to! develop! skills! of! • Ability! to! maintain! a! musical! line!
16. The!Chicken!Cluck!Waddle!(RR)!
given!pitch/drum!pad!
accurately!using!3/4/5!notes!or!those!
within!a!multiQpart!arrangement.!
17. Jenco’s!Jam!(RR)!
v) Copy! rhythm! activities! on! alternating!
working! beyond! using! 5! or! more! • Development! of! ability! to! read! and!
18. Jazzamatazz!(RR)!
pitches!
notes.!!
understand!
rhythm!
notation!
19. Rise!and!Shine!(BP1)!
w) Scalic!warmQups!(up!to!8!notes)!
(crotchets,!pairs!of!quavers,!minims).!
•
Demonstrate!
the!
ability!
to!
coQ
20. Jelly!on!a!Plate!(MAMP)!
x) Interactive! pitch! notation! games,!
ordinate!the!use!of!the!basic!stroke!in! • Create/improvise!a!2Qbar!rhythm.!
21. Ode!to!Joy!(LS)!
flashcards/CDQRom/interactive!
both!hands!equally.!
• Developing!sense!of!ensemble.!
22. Harry!Potter/Frere!Jacques!(F!maj)!(LS)!
whiteboard!
23. Merrily!We!Roll!Along!!(LS)&
y) Treble!Clef/5Qline!stave!worksheet!
• Evidence!of!independent!learning.!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Tuned!Percussion!

Half!Term!4!
Overview!

!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

MH&=&The&Music&Handbook,&TP&=&Team&Percussion,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&MAMP=&Me&and&My&Piano,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&
and&Rhymes…,&SFS&=&Songs&for&Singing,&ME&=Music&Express:&Developing&Musical&Skills,&BP1&=&Bravo&Percussion&Book&1,&
&RR&=&Razzamajazz&Recorder!

!
!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Introduction!of!music!in!triple!time!and!appropriate!notation.!
• All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&have&achieved&their&Bronze&Stepwize&certificate.&
2. Improvising!and!composing!in!new!time!signature.!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&have&achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
3. New!repertoire!in!3!and!4!beat!time!signatures.!
• Some&pupils&(working&beyond)&will&have&achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate&
4. Consolidation/development! of! previous! work,! including! revisiting! and!
and&will&be&developing&skills&as&a&leader/soloist.!
extending!understanding!of!dynamics!and!notation.!
5. Consolidation!of!new!skills!and!rehearsal!for!end!of!term!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
25. Slow!Waltz!(TP)!
z) Country!Chicken!(ME)!
• Pupils! can! use! 3! or! more! notes! and! • Ability! to! maintain! a! musical! line!
26. Les!Ballons!(TP)!
aa) Andean!Bird!(ME)!
combine!
these!
into!
within!a!multiQpart!arrangement.!
27. Round!Lullaby!(TP)!
bb) Time!Change!(ME)!
rhythms/melodies.!
• Further!development!of!ability!to!read!
28. Movie!Buster!(RR)!
cc) Partner!clapping!games!
stave!notation.!
•
Create!a!wider!variation!of!dynamics.!
29. Ten!Toe!Tapper!(RR)!
dd) Flashcards! in! 3! and! 4Qbeat! time!
!
• Creating/improvising! a! 2Qbar! rhythm!
30. Western!Hoe!Down!(RR)!
signatures!
!
(instrument).!
!
ee) Copy!rhythm!games!in!triple!time!
• Pupils!can!demonstrate!basic!melodic!
ff) Circle!rhythm!games!in!triple!time!
!
instrumental!improvisation![29].!
!
• Perform! and! follow! whole! pieces! of!
!
music! of! 8! bars! or! more! using!
!
appropriate! methods! of! learning! e.g.!
!
from!memory,!notation.!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Tuned!Percussion!

Half!Term!5!
Overview!

!
!
!

!

!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

MH&=&The&Music&Handbook,&TP&=&Team&Percussion,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&MAMP=&Me&and&My&Piano,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&
and&Rhymes…,&SFS&=&Songs&for&Singing,&ME&=Music&Express:&Developing&Musical&Skills,&BP1&=&Bravo&Percussion&Book&1,&
&RR&=&Razzamajazz&Recorder,&!

please,!don’t!play!this!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
Monday&schools&will&lose&a&lesson&due&to&the&May&Day&Bank&Holiday.!
• All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&be&working&at&or&near&the&level&necessary&to&have&
1. Introduction!of!Hallé!songs.!To!be!developed!aurally/visually!weekly!alongside!
achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
other!repertoire.!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&be&working&towards&their&Gold&Stepwize&certificate.&
2. Introduction! of! rolls! [32][33]! and! more! difficult! rhythms! e.g.! triplets! [40],! • Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& be& working& at& the& level& necessary& to& have&
semiquavers![34],!dotted!notes[35][37].!
achieved&their&Gold&Stepwize&certificate.!
3. Introduction!of!Hallé!pieces.!To!be!developed!aurally/visually!weekly!alongside!
other!repertoire.!This!may!include!the!addition!of!new!chromatic!notes.!
4. Development! of! repertoire! and! new! rhythms.! Further! extension! to!
glockenspiel!work!of!added!chromatic!notes/accidentals.!
5. Continue! work! on! Hallé! repertoire! alongside! new! more! complex! rhythmic!
pieces.!
6. Consolidation/development!of!previous!work.!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
31. Chosen! repertoire! for! Come& and& Play& gg) Word! support! activities! to! aid! more! • Pupils! can! use! 5! or! more! notes,! • Understanding! and! application! of!
with&the&Hallé!
complex! rhythms;! triplets,! semiquavers,!
including! at! least! one! accidental,! to!
syncopation.!
32. Piece!63!(RR)!
dotted!notes!
combine! them! into! rhythmical! • Understanding!of!and!ability!to!follow!
33. Tango!(LS)!
hh) First!you!make!your!fingers!click…!rhyme!
melodies.!
appropriate! notation! with! relative!
34. Rumba!(LS)!
ii) Quick!find!note!games!on!glockenspiel!to!
•
Sing!and!play!at!the!same!time,!more!
ease.!
35. The!British!Grenadiers!(LS)!
include! wider! range! of! notes! and!
difficult!melodies.!
• Ability! to! improvise! on! a! more!
36. Happy!March!(LS)!
accidentals!
significant!level!(e.g.!4!bars).!
37. Darth!Vader’s!Theme!(LS)!
jj) Copy! rhythm! games! on! drum! pads! with! • Have!a!basic!understanding!of!how!to!
!
emphasis!on!new!rhythms!
roll.!
• Ability! to! make! informed! choices!
!
kk) Forbidden! rhythm! game! with! new! more!
regarding! dynamics,! ensemble! and!
!
complex!‘forbidden!rhythm’!e.g.!listening!
balance.!
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!

(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!
!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Tuned!Percussion!

Half!Term!6!
Overview!

&
&
&
&
&

!

Specific&links&to&repertoire&and&activities&are&shown&in&[]!

MH&=&The&Music&Handbook,&TP&=&Team&Percussion,&LS&=&Loose&Sheet,&MAMP=&Me&and&My&Piano,&SGR&=&Singing&Games&
and&Rhymes…,&SFS&=&Songs&for&Singing,&ME&=Music&Express:&Developing&Musical&Skills,&BP1&=&Bravo&Percussion&Book&1,&
&RR&=&Razzamajazz&Recorder!

!
Guideline#sequence#of#lessons#
Outcomes/Assessment#
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Consolidation! of! more! difficult! rhythms,! alongside! more! adventurous! • All&pupils&(working&towards)&will&have&achieved&their&Silver&Stepwize&certificate.&
repertoire.!Introduce!new!technique:!double!stopping![42].!
• Most&pupils&(working&at)&will&have&achieved&their&Gold&Stepwize&certificate.&
2. Continued!work!on!new!repertoire,!often!involving!several!parts.!Development! • Some& pupils& (working& beyond)& will& have& achieved& their& Platinum& Stepwize&
of!Hallé!repertoire.!
certificate.!
3. Rehearsal! of! Hallé! repertoire! (Come! and! Play! with! the! Hallé! takes! place! this!
week).!
4. Consolidation/development!of!previous!work.!
5. Rehearsal!for!end!of!term!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!
Suggested#Repertoire#
Suggested#Activities#
Performance/Instrument#Specific#Skills#
Core#Musical#Skills#
(building&on&previous&repertoire)&
(building&on&previous&activities)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
(building&on&previous&skills)#
38. James!Bond!Theme!(LS)!
ll) Pupil! led! copy! activities! using! triplets,! • Ability!to!perform!a!pulse!in!one!hand! • Ability! to! commit! more! complex!
39. Indiana!Jones!Theme!(LS)!
semiquaver!and!dotted!notes!
while! performing! a! melody/separate!
rhythm/melody! patterns! to! memory!
40. Star!Wars!Theme!(LS)!
mm)
!
rhythm!in!the!other.!
when!playing.!
41. He’s!a!Pirate!(LS)!
Rhythm! activities! from! flashcards! in!
• Ability!to!demonstrate!more!complex! • Participation! in! a! major! concert!
42. Double!Trouble!(from!Harry!Potter)!(LS)&
different! time! signatures! as! well! as!
techniques!such!as!rolling!and!double!
opportunity! as! well! as! school!
43. So!What!(LS)&
showing!new!rhythms!
stopping.!
concerts.!
44. In!the!Hall!of!the!Mountain!King!(LS)&
• Pupils! working! beyond! are! able! to! • Some! pupils! able! to! maintain! an!
&
&
sing! and! play! different! melodies! at!
individual!part/solo!when!necessary.!
&
the!same!time.!
!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Woodwind!
Half!Term!1!
Overview!

Suggested(Repertoire((listed(in(B(flat)!
1. Who! stole! my! chickensI' filling' in'
rests' (good' for' any' new' note)'
(SGR)!
2. Play! rhythms! of! simple! songs! ie!
See!Saw,!Cobbler!Cobbler!(SGR)!
3. Groovy!(RJ,!2)![E]!
4. Elegy!(TW,!3)!U,!B![ED]!
5. Two!at!Twilight!(RJ,!2)!U,!B![ED]!
6. Tango!(LS)!2,!B![ED]!
7. Stripy!Cat!Crawl!(RJ,!4)!U,B![ED]!
!
TW' =' Team' Woodwind,' LS' =' Loose'
Sheet,' RJ=' Razzamajazz,' SGR' =' Singing'
Games'and'Rhymes…U'='Unison,'2'='2'
parts'etc,'B'='Backing'track!

Performance/Instrument(Specific(Skills(
• Assembling! and! looking! after! their!
instrument,!holding!it!correctly.!
• Producing!a!sound!on!mouthpiece!with!
correct! embouchure! and! if! possible!!
tonguing.!
• Learning! correct! fingering! for! first! 2!
notes.!
• Moving!between!the!above!pitches!in!a!
performance!context.!
• Performing!simple!pieces!in!unison.!

Specific'links'to'repertoire'and'activities'are'shown'in'[]'

Play' a' variety' of' musical' games' to' reinforce' the' children’s'
awareness' of' pulse,' rhythm' and' pitch.' At' appropriate'
opportunities' children' may' move' physically' to' music'
demonstrating' ' high/low' pitches,' clap/march/play' at' different'
speeds,'feel'the'beat'etc:'
a) Copy!rhythm!activities!(circle)!
b) Name!game!with!beat!(circle)!
c) Get!in!the!Snake!Pit!(circle)!
d) Bungalow!name!game!
e) See!Saw!(SGR)!
f) Cobbler!Cobbler!(SGR)!
g) Bubblegum!(SGR)!
h) Copy!rhythm!activities!on!mouthpiece.!
i) Copy!rhythm!activities!on!a!given!pitch.!
j) Copy!rhythm!activities!on!alternating!pitches.!
k) Introduce!rhythms!flashcards!using!1!or!2!pitches.!
l) make! up! own! 4! beat! rhythmic! patterns! over! backing!
accompaniment.!

Suggested(Activities(

Core(Musical(Skills((
• Maintain!a!steady!pulse!
• Recognise!aurally!and!discriminate!
between!the!musical!elements!of!pitch,!
rhythm,!pulse,!dynamics!and!tempo!!
• Aural!understanding!of!crotchet/!minim!
and!quaver.!
• Awareness!of!the!conductor;!knowing!
when!to!start,!trying!to!keep!together!
and!knowing!when!to!stop.!
• Recognising,!recalling!and!repeating!a!
rhythm!(vocal/clapping).!
• Develop!a!musical!‘inner!voice’!
internalizing!sounds!by!singing,!
chanting!and!‘playing’!parts!in!their!
head!

!Guideline(sequence(of(lessons(
Outcomes/Assessment(
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Vocal/rhythmic!warm!ups.!Introduction,!demonstration!and!trialling!of!instruments.!
• All'pupils'(working'towards)'will'be'working'towards'their'Bronze'Stepwize'certificate.''
• Most' pupils' (working' at)' will' be' supporting' the' above' with' practise' at' home' and' will'
2. Trialling!of!instruments!and!choicesI!checking!suitability!of!instruments!chosen!if!
take'a'proactive'part'in'their'lessons.'
appropriate.!!
• Some' pupils' (working' beyond)' will' demonstrate' the' necessary' skills' to' have' achieved'
3. Embouchure!technique!on!mouthpieces,!posture,!breathing.!Correct!assembly!of!
their'Bronze'Stepwize'certificate.'
instruments,!care!of!reeds.!One!note!echoes!and!first!one!note!piece.!
4. Continue!work!on!embouchure!technique,!sound!production!and!developing!breath!
control.!Further!single!note!repertoire!using!rhythm!flashcards.!
5. !Build!on!techniques!learnt!in!last!lesson!and!introduce!note!2.!Alternate!between!2!
notes!using!rhythm!flashcards/!symbols.!
6. !Introduce!two!note!repertoire.!Consolidation!of!lessons!3I5.!Return!to!mouthpieces!
periodically!if!necessary.!
Dependant' on' the' number' of' different' instruments' in' use,' activities' may' take' place' at' a'
different'pace'than'above.!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Woodwind!

Half!Term!2!
Overview!

Suggested(Activities(
(building'on'previous'activities)'
m) Scalic!warmIups!using!3/4!notes!(vocal!!and!
instrumental)!
n) 4Ibeat!rhythm!card!activities!
(crotchet/quaver/minim)!
o) Improvising!simple!note!patterns!using!backing!
accompaniment.!
p) Introduction!to!stave!notation!using!quiz!sheets.!

!

Performance/Instrument(Specific(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)'
• Producing!a!clearly!articulated!sound.!
• !Developing!breath!control!!
• Playing!3/4lpitches!in!succession.!
• Changing!reeds.!
• Playing! with! a! good! posture! both! sitting!
and!standing.!
!

Specific'links'to'repertoire'and'activities'are'shown'in'[]'

'TW'='Team'Woodwind,'CS='Creative'Saxophone,'RJ='Razzamajazz,''LS'='Loose'Sheet,''SGR'='
Singing'Games'and'Rhymes…','U'='Unison,''B'='Backing'track,!

Suggested(Repertoire((listed(in(Bflat)(
(building'on'previous'repertoire)'
16. Hot!Cross!Buns!(LS)!U,!B![EDC]!
17. Rain! is! Falling! Down! (LS)! U,! B!
[EDC]!
18. Merrily!(LS)!U![EDC]!
19. Au! Clair! de! la! Lune! (TW,! 4)! U!
[EDC]!
20. Starting!Line!(CS)!U![EDC]!
21. Early!Days!(CS)!U![EDC]!
22. Sort!em!Out!(TW,!5)!U,!![CIF]!
23. Walking!(TW,!5)!U![CIF]!
24. Flowing!(TW,!5)!U![CIF]!
25. We!will!Rock!You!(LS)!U,!B![CIF]!
26. Mr!Cool!(RJ,!4)!U,!B![CIF]!
27. Life!on!Mars!(CS)!U![CIF]!
28. Where's!the!Remote!(CS)!U![CIF]!

Core(Musical(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)(
• Improvise!over!1,!2!or!4!bars!using!up!to!
3!notes![o].!!
• Pupils! listen! to! a! rhythmic! call! and!
response! and! reproduce! it! accurately! on!
their!instrument![I,j].!
• Pupils! learn! to! play! short! pieces! from!
memory,!symbols!or!notation!!
• Developing! individual! and! ensemble!
skills.!

Guideline!sequence!of!lessons!
Outcomes/Assessment(
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!(or!7)!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Recapping!elements!of!Unit!1.!Learn!third!pitch!and!introduce!3!note!repertoire.!
• All'pupils'(working'towards)'will'be'working'towards'their'Bronze'Stepwize'certificate.''
2. Continuing! with! 3! note! repertoire! strengthening! skills! in! fluency.! Introduction! of! • Most'pupils'(working'at)'will'have'achieved'their'Bronze'Stepwize'certificate.'
stave!notation.!
• Some' pupils' (working' beyond)' will' be' working' towards' (or' in' exceptional' cases' have'
3. Learning!fourth!pitch.!!Introduction!of!new!repertoire.!
achieved)'their'Silver'Stepwize'certificate.''
4. Consolidation!and!strengthening!of!repertoire!and!core!skills.!
5. Rehearsal!for!end!of!term!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!
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Specific'links'to'repertoire'and'activities'are'shown'in'[]'

TW'='Team'Woodwind,'LS'='Loose'Sheet,'CS='Creative'Saxophone'''U'='Unison,'2'='2'parts'etc,'B'
='Backing'track'

Core(Musical(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)(
• Ability!to!maintain!a!musical!line!
within!a!2I4!part!arrangement.![29I39]!
• Development!of!ability!to!read!and!
understand!rhythmic/stave!notation!
(crotchets,!quavers,!minims,!rests)!!
• Improvising!with!increasing!confidence!
2I4!bars!over!12!bar!blues!chord!
sequence![t,u]!
• Developing!and!demonstrating!a!sense!
of!ensemble.!
• Reflecting!and!evaluating!their!own!
performances!and!those!of!others.!
!
!

Performance/Instrument(Specific(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)!
• !Continuing!to!build!on!sound!production!
and!develop!clear!articulation!
• Extension!of!note!rangeI!saxophones!and!
flutes!playing!in!higher!and!lower!registers!!
using!appropriate!embouchure!
techniques.!Clarinets!to!develop!low!note!
with!good!fingering!technique.!
• Developing!good!breath!control!and!
playing!longer!phrases.!
!

Suggested(Activities(
(building'on'previous'activities)'
q) Scalic!warm!ups!using!up!to!5!notesI!vocal!
and!instrumental!in!contrary!
motion/rounds!
r) !Copying!rhythm!activities!on!single!
pitches!(reinforcing!articulation)!
progressing!to!alternating!pitches.!!
s) developing!note!reading!skills!using!quiz!
sheets.!
t) !Rhythmic/vocal!Improvisation!activities!
over!Blues!backing!.!
u) Improvisation!activities!on!instruments!
over!blues!backing!using!a!variety!of!given!
pitches!(extension!of!35)!

Suggested(Repertoire((listed(in(Bflat)(
(building'on'previous'repertoire)'
29. Elevator!(LS)!U![CIG]!
30. Once!a!Man!Fell!in!a!Well!(LS)!U,!2![CIG]!
31. Fuzzy!Wuzzy!(LS)!2![CIG]!
32. Acapulco!Bay!(TW,!6)!2,!B![BIG]!
33. Shepherd's!Hey!(TW,!9)!!U![CIG]!
34. Step!Round!(TW,!7)!4![CIG]!
35. 12!Bar!Blues!(LS)!B![CIG]!
36. You've!got!Rhythm!(CS)!U,!B![BIG]!
37. One!Man!and!his!Dog!(TW,10)!U,!B![BIG]!
38. Sharks!(TW,!10)![BIC]!
39. When!the!Saints!(LS)!3![BIG]!

Half!Term!3!
Overview!

Outcomes/Assessment(
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
• All' pupils' (working' towards)' will' be' working' at' or' near' the' level' necessary' to' have'
achieved'their'Bronze'Stepwize'certificate.'
• Most'pupils'(working'at)'will'be'working'towards'Silver'Stepwize'certificate.'
• Some'pupils'(working'beyond)'will'be'working'at'the'level'necessary'to'have'achieved'
their'Silver'Stepwize'certificate.'

!

(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Woodwind!

Guideline(sequence(of(lessons(
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
1. Recap!material!from!units!1!and!2.!Introduction!of!note!5.!
2. Build!on!previous!skills,!focus!on!fluency!using!5!notes!and!introduce!new!repertoire.!
3. Develop!new!repertoire,!play!in!rounds!and!simple!parts.!
4. Further!5!note!pieces!in!a!variety!of!styles.!
5. Build!on!improvisation!techniques.!Introduce!note!6!and!new!material.!
6. Further!work!on!repertoire!from!previous!week!and!consolidation!of!skills/techniques!
learnt!in!this!unit.!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Woodwind!

Half!Term!4!
Overview!

Suggested(Activities(
(building'on'previous'activities)(
v) 4Ibar!composition!activityI!consider!what!
makes!a!good!melody!creating!a!class!
composition!first.!
w) scalic!warm!upsI!up!to!6!notes!vocally!
and!instrumentally.!

Performance/Instrument(Specific(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)(
• Extension!of!note!range.!
• !Clarinets!to!develop!fingering!using!lower!
keys!and!appropriate!technique!to!play!!
high!A/Bflat.!
• ISaxophones!to!develop!use!of!octave!key!
and!lower!notes!aiming!for!flexibility!
between!the!two.!
• Flutes!to!develop!notes!in!middle!register!
focusing!on!faster!air!stream/embouchure!
control.!
!

Specific'links'to'repertoire'and'activities'are'shown'in'[]'

TW'='Team'Woodwind,'RJ='Razzamajazz,''LS'='Loose'Sheet'U'='Unison,'2'='2'parts'etc,'B'='
Backing'track'

Suggested(Repertoire((listed(in(Bflat)((
(building'on'previous'repertoire)'
40. Moviebuster!(RJ,!6)!U!B![CIG]!'
41. Sword!Dance!(LS)!U![CIA’]'
42. German!Tune!(TW,14)!2![BIG’]'
43. Love!me!Tender!(TW,!22)!2![CIBflat’]!
(extension!piece)'
44. Ten!Toe!Tapper!(RJ,!8)!U,!B![low!GIE’]!
(extension!piece)'
'

Core(Musical(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)(
• Further!ability!to!read!stave/rhythmic!
notation!through!composition!activity!
[v].!
• Creating!,!rehearsing!and!performing!a!
written!composition![v].!
• Development!of!listening!and!
appraising!skills!through!composition!
work.!
• Performing!and!following!complete!
pieces!of!music!with!increasing!
confidence.![40I44]!
• Contributing!musical!ideas!when!
rehearsing!performance!pieces!using!
appropriate!vocabulary.!!

Guideline(sequence(of(lessons(
Outcomes/Assessment(
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Introduce!composition!task:!over!the!next!3I4!weeks!pupils!will!compose!and!perform! • All'pupils'(working'towards)'will'have'achieved'their'Bronze'Stepwize'certificate.'
a!4!bar!melody!using!a!variety!of!notes!based!on!their!current!instrumental!skills.!
• Most'pupils'(working'at)'will'have'achieved'their'Silver'Stepwize'certificate.'
2. Continue! composition! work! and! consider! different! performance! techniques! including! • Some'pupils'(working'beyond)'will'have'achieved'their'Silver'Stepwize'certificate'and'
dynamics!and!tempo!changes.!Continue!with!5/6!note!repertoire.!
will'be'developing'skills'as'a'leader/soloist''
3. Performance!and!evaluation!of!compositions!
4. Learn! pitches! for! new! repertoireI! chromatic! and! low/upper! register! notes.! Revisit!
pieces!from!lessons!2!and!unit!3.!!
5. Rehearsal!for!end!of!term!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!!
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(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Woodwind!

Half!Term!5!
Overview!

Performance/Instrument(Specific(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)(
• Slurring! short! patterns! with! rhythmic!
control! aiming! to! play! 2! or! more! slurs! in!
one!breath.!
• Building! on! intonation! skills! through!
embouchure!work.!
!!

Specific'links'to'repertoire'and'activities'are'shown'in'[]'

TW'='Team'Woodwind,'LS'='Loose'Sheet,'CS'='Creative'Saxophone,''U'='Unison,'2'='2'parts'etc,'B'
='Backing'track'

Suggested(Repertoire(
Suggested(Activities(
(building'on'previous'repertoire)'
(building'on'previous'activities)(
55. Edelwiess!(LS)!2![AI!G’]!
x) Scalic!warm!ups!up!to!an!octave!focusing!
56. Carousel!(TW,!17)!U![CIA’]!
on!variety!of!articulations.!!
57. Slur!Round!(TW,!13)!4![CIG]!
!
58. Pattern!(TW,!16)!U![CIA’]!
59. Old!Macdonald!Had!a!Band!(LS)!4![CIA’}!
60. Listen!to!This!(CS)!U!
61. Sharp!Objects!(CS)!U!
62. Chosen! repertoire! for! Come' and' Play'
with'the'Hallé'!

Core(Musical(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)(
• Understanding! of! and! ability! to! follow!
appropriate! notation! with! increasing!
confidence.!
• Sing! and! play! with! developing!
technical!control!and!expression.!
• Show! growing! control! of! the! musical!
elements! (pitch,! tempo,! dynamics! and!
tone!quality)!making!informed!choices!
as! to! when! these! should! be!
considered.!
• Following! and! maintaining! the! beat! in!
a!variety!of!time!signatures.![55I62]!
• Maintaining! own! musical! line! whilst!
playing!more!complex!pieces![59]!

Guideline(sequence(of(lessons(
Outcomes/Assessment(
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
Monday'schools'will'lose'a'lesson'due'to'the'May'Day'Bank'Holiday.'
• All' pupils' (working' towards)' will' be' working' at' or' near' the' level' necessary' to' have'
achieved'their'Silver'Stepwize'certificate.'
1. Introduction! of! Hallé! songs.! To! be! developed! aurally/visually! weekly! alongside! other!
repertoire.!!
• Most'pupils'(working'at)'will'be'working'towards'their'Gold'Stepwize'certificate.'
2. Music!in!triple!time!and!exploring!alternative!articulations.!Introduction!of!material!to! • Some'pupils'(working'beyond)'will'be'working'at'the'level'necessary'to'have'achieved'
support!this.!
their'Gold'Stepwize'certificate.'
3. Introduction!of!Hallé!pieces.!Further!work!on!triple!time!pieces.!
4. Introduce! material! with! more! complex! parts! looking! ahead! to! end! of! term!
performance.!
5. Halle!material.!Focused!work!on!ensemble!pieces.!
6. Consolidation/development!of!previous!work.!
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!

!

!

(First!Access/Wider!Opportunities)!

Whole!Class!Instrumental!Learning!
Woodwind!

Half!Term!6!
Overview!

Suggested(Activities(
(building'on'previous'activities)(
x) Appropriate!pieces/songs!in!canon!

!

!

!

Performance/Instrument(Specific(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)(
• Ability!to!move!fluently!between!5!notes!
(minimum),!with!clarity!and!precision!in!
intervals.!
• Ability!to!play!and!recognise!an!
appropriate!range!of!chromatic!or!
high/low!notes!other!than!the!5!note!
scale.!!
• Develop!flexibility!in!playing!a!variety!of!
articulations!within!one!piece.!
• Show!increasing!control!on!instruments!
when!varying!dynamics!through!good!
breath!control.!
• More!secure!intonation.!

Specific'links'to'repertoire'and'activities'are'shown'in'[]'

'TW'='Team'Woodwind,'LS'='Loose'Sheet,'CS'='Creative'Saxophone,''U'='Unison,'2'='2'parts'etc,'
B'='Backing'track'

Suggested(Repertoire(
(building'on'previous'repertoire)'
63. Blowin!in!the!Wind!(TW,!21)!2,!B![BIA]!
64. Ten!Toe!Tapper!(RJ,!9)!U,!B![GIG]!
65. Yankee!Doodle!(TW,!12)!U![GIC]!
66. Not!Spinach!Again!!(CS,!23)!U![BIA]'

Core(Musical(Skills(
(building'on'previous'skills)(
• Ability!to!commit!more!complex!
rhythm/melody!patterns!to!memory!
when!playing.!
• Ability!to!refine!and!improve!
performances!of!a!number!of!pieces!
[63I66]!
• Participate!in!a!variety!of!concerts!in!
which!they!should!aim!to!present!a!
performance!effectively!with!an!
awareness!of!audience,!venue!and!
occasion.!
• Show!increased!confidence!and!selfI
esteem!both!vocally!and!
instrumentally.!

Guideline(sequence(of(lessons(
Outcomes/Assessment(
This!half!term!unit!consists!of!6!weekly!lessons!of!one!hour.!
By!the!end!of!the!unit,!it!is!anticipated!that;!
1. Promoting!the!continuation!of!playing!an!instrument!next!year!and!preparation!of!the! • All'pupils'(working'towards)'will'have'achieved'their'Silver'Stepwize'certificate.'
final!performance!of!the!year.!!
• Most'pupils'(working'at)'will'have'achieved'their'Gold'Stepwize'certificate.'
2. Consolidation/development! of! previous! work.! Consider! practice! techniques! in! which! • Some'pupils'(working'beyond)'will'have'achieved'their'Platinum'Stepwize'certificate.'
pupils!identify!passages!of!their!own!parts!that!they!need!to!improve.!!!
3. Rehearsal!of!Hallé!repertoire!(Come!and!Play!with!the!Hallé!takes!place!this!week).!
4. Further!preparation!for!end!of!term!performances.!
5. Dress!rehearsal!of!performance.!
6. End!of!Term!Concert/Performance!and!presentation!of!certificates.!
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PLANNING
Our Wider Opportunities delivery includes a 25% PPA session. Wherever possible these PPA sessions
should involve both the LMT tutor and the class teacher or member of school staff who assists with the
delivery of lessons.
Planning should;

• take place regularly and start with a reflection on the preceding session.
• be objective led and not focused entirely on outcomes or repertoire.
• be a collaborative process between school and tutor.
• be

readily accessible to the school. This may be achieved by the regular provision of planning

documents (photocopies of handwritten plans / printouts of electronic documents) or by file-sharing
(e.g. dropbox, google documents) as appropriate.

• not be unnecessarily ‘wordy’ or unwieldy. It is appropriate to provide a lesson plan which contains
more detail for an observed lesson, but the main purpose of routine planning is to aid the memory of
the teacher(s) who has/have created it.
A template planning document is provided overleaf and is available electronically from the LMT office.
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Date!

!

School:!
!
!
!
Principal!activities!

!

Objectives!

Class:!
!
!

!

!

Model:!
!
!
Outcomes!

Whole&Class&Ensemble&Tuition&–&Weekly&Planning!

!

Tutor(s):!
!
!
Evaluation/notes!

2015/16!

ASSESSMENT
LMT uses a system called Stepwize to assess and record pupil progress. Stepwize is a secure, passwordprotected online system where our tutors can track the progress of the pupils they are teaching,
although it is also acceptable to maintain paper records. At the start of the year, school should provide
a class list to their LMT tutor, which they will upload (names only) to the online system. Assessment is
ongoing, but data is collected at the end of each term and pupils are assessed against the criteria
overleaf. This information can also be used by schools to create annual reports for Music.
Pupils work towards 4 different levels of attainment - bronze, silver, gold and platinum - and LMT
provide ‘wall posters’ (page 41-60) which detail, in ‘pupil friendly’ terms, the key skills needed at each
level. These can be copied and laminated for the classroom/hall wall or copies can be given to pupils
for their music folders to spur them on with their practise at home!
Pupils achieving a certain level are awarded a certificate either at termly performances or at school
celebration assemblies.
Effective assessment will;

• involve the class teacher or member of staff supporting the lessons - where LMT tutors work on their
own (i.e. not team teaching) this input and support can prove invaluable.

• be ongoing and inform lesson planning.
• make use of recordings - LMT tutors are provided with a digital ‘flipcam’ which can be used for this
purpose. Recent advice from Ofsted is that assessment of Music in schools should increasingly take
the form of video and audio evidence rather than written assessment and levels. Any video footage
made by LMT tutors must be stored in line with the wishes and policies of the school concerned.

• sometimes

link to the LMT Curriculum ‘learning ladders’ - schools wishing to do this should seek

conversations with tutors about how best to facilitate this.
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Bronze
Getting started and
general musical
understanding

Stepwize Assessment : Wider Opportunities
Certificate Criteria

Pupils can assemble and look after their instrument
and hold it correctly . Pupils show an awareness of
pitch, pulse/beat. They are learning to control pitch
when singing and on their instrument and they can
generally maintain a steady beat. In addition:

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Pupils show awareness of and can respond to
different rhythm values - quavers, crotchets,minims.
They can create/improvise a 2 bar rhythm only
pattern either through clapping or on their
instrument.

Pupils can follow the notations used in their lessons Pupils perform with increasing confidence either
and associate it with the correct instrumental
from memory or from given notation in different
fingering or they can remember more complex
styles/genres.
rhythmpatterns/melodic phrases in the case of
percussionists.

Pupils continue to show enthusiasm and contribute
ideas/answers in class.

Pupils co-operate with their peers and with staff.
Pupils can take the lead in a group or within their
They willingly provide ideas when working in groups. instrumental section and they can maintain an
individual part/solo when necessary.

Woodwind can change reeds.
Brass can empty moisture using the water key.
Percussion can hold sticks/instruments correctly
and with good posture.
Strings have the correct posture.
Rock and Pop can set up independently and know
how to hold their instrument.
Enthusiasm/willingness Pupils join in enthusiastically with all aspects of the
to take part
lesson - singing, games, playing.

General performance
skills

Pupils show an awareness of the conductor. They
Pupils take part in a whole class performance and
watch when to start, try to keep together and know show pride in what they have achieved. They begin
when to stop.
to show a sense of ensemble.

Pupils make informed choices to help to improve
class performances showing particular regard to
dynamics and balance.

Specific instrumental
skills

Brass -pupils can produce a steady buzz and can
clearly produce a note with the tongue. They can
play 3 sequential pitches. They can control their
fingering or the slide.

Brass - Pupils show themselves to be strong and
accurate performers of their part showing greater
detail in articuation. They can move fluently
between 5 notes with greater precision moving
between intervals. They can use some chromatic
notes and extra low notes.

Brass - pupils can focus more on articulation and
quality of tone. They can move confidently around 3
notes and scalic pieces. They can vary their lips to
reach higher notes. They can control their breathing
in order to sustain longer notes and may now be
able to slur between neighbouring notes.

Woodwind - pupils can produce a steady sound and Woodwind - pupils can use their tongue and begin to Woodwind -Pupils show themselves to be strong
can finger 3 notes. Use discretion with flutes if
control their breathing in order to play longer
and accurate performers of their part showing
necessary.
phrases with a clearer sound.
greater detail in articuation. They can move fluently
between 5 notes with greater precision moving
between intervals. They can use some chromatic
notes and extra low notes.

Woodwind - Pupils develop more advanced
instrumental skills e.g. extra notes up to an octave,
control of note production and fluent fingering,
articulation,

Strings - pupils are able to play all open strings in
given pizzicato sequences. Pupils can copy rhythm
patterns correctly on their instrument.

Strings - can hold the bow correctly and maintain
their posture. They can control the bow well enough
to produce a good tone using single open strings
arco. They can perform simple melodies using open
and stopped notes on any strings.

Strings -pupils can read simple rhythms and
reproduce more complex ones aurally both pizz and
arco. They are able to control the bow in order to
vary the dynamics. They can perform simple
melodies accurately in first finger pattern, in first
position, over all strings.

Strings -Pupils have an excellent posture and bow
hold in order to achieve double stops on open
strings, they can confidently perform melodies with
fluency over all strings solo both arco, pizz and in
combination. They are able to produce a good tone
with good intonation on all open and stopped notes,
in first finger pattern, in first position over all strings.

Orchestral percussion/glockenspiel - pupils can find
their way around given notes. They hold
sticks/beaters correctly and can use the basic stroke.
They can create loud and soft sounds. World
Percussion- as above .

Orchestral Percussion/Glock -pupils can use 3 or
more notes and combine these into
rhythms/melodies. They can co-ordinate the use of
the basic stroke in both hands equally. They are able
to create a wider variation of dynamics. World
Percussion as above and they should be able to
create two or more sounds on their instrument and
combine these into rhythm patterns.

Orchestral Percussion/Glock - pupils can use 5 or
more notes, including at least one accidental, to
combine them into rhythmical melodies. They
should be able to sing and play at the same time.
World percussion - as above and they should be able
to co-ordinate movement and playing at the same
time.

Orchestral Percussion/Glock/World - pupils should
show a more advanced technique e.g. rolls, double
stopping, slaps/pops. They should be able to play a
pulse in one hand whilst playing a rhythm/melody in
the other. They should be able to play a
melody/rhythm whilst singing/saying a different
melody/rhythm.

Voice - Looks and listens. Understands why we warm
up the voice. Can feel the pulse and copy rhythms
on one pitch. Can understand vocal qualities and
posture when lead by example. Uses simple ostinati.

Voice - Can perform compose and improvise, use ta
titi rhythms and 3 pitches confidently. Participates in
round singing and independently uses vocal timbres.
Performs with expression clear diction and makes
good decisions about phrasing and where to
breathe.

Voice - Can perform, compose, improvise, notate
and read. Uses developing rhythms ie tikatika tika
ti,ti tika. Uses the pentatonic scale (5 pitches),
participates in part singing with growing confidence
and suggests vocal qualities appropriate to style.
Recognises a variety of musical structures. Performs
with confidence and understands phrasing and style.
Starts to lead group activities.

Voice - Performs, composes, improvises, notates and
reads with ability and confidence. Understands more
complex rhythms and uses a scale ( 8 pitches) and
given structure in composition. Solo sings with
confidence, ease and good intonation. Is able to use
dynamics to good effect. Can perform longer
phrases due to improved breathing technique. Is
able to lead others with confidence.

Rock and Pop - pupils can perform, read and notate
so, mi, la. The basses can match bass drum rhythms
and add quavers. Keyboards add la and a LH bass.
Guitars add la and C chord. Drums add hi hat
crotchets and they can all control dynamics.

Rock and Pop - pupils can perform and aurally
understand the pentatonic scale. The basses can
play in varied styles. The keyboards can put a
baseline and melody together. The guitars can add a
D chord and play a full pentatonic, plucked scale.
The drums can add a quaver hi-hat pattern and they
can all play solos or give small group performances.

Rock and Pop - pupils should be able to locate G and Rock and Pop- pupils can read and notate so and mi
perform simple rhythms. They should be able to play on their instrument. Basses can follow baselines
One Note Samba confidently.
using G,C,D,E. Keyboard players can perform
melodies learnt aurally using mi. Guitars can use a G
and Em chord plus so and mi plucked. Drums can use
a crotchet pop beat, bass, snare etc

Improvising/Creativity/Co Pupils can listen to a rhythmic call and response and Pupils can perform and follow whole pieces of music Pupils are prepared to have a go at improvising
mposing
reproduce it accurately on their instrument using
of 8 bars or more using appropriate methods of
phrases of more than 2 bars on their instrument.
appropriate techniques.
learning e.g. from memory, notation.
This should be of a rhythmic and melodic nature.
Pupils should be able to slot this into a larger piece
of music at the correct time.

Practising and concert
performances

Pupils show an advanced understanding of what
makes a high quality performance - accuracy of pitch
and rhythm, balance, dynamics, tempo, tone,
following conductor and each other - a strong sense
of ensemble.
Brass - Pupils develop more advanced instrumental
skills e.g. extra notes up to an octave, control of note
production and fluent fingering, faster articulation.

Pupils show evidence of having practised their
instrument which supports progress and highlights
areas requiring development.

Pupils can demonstrate playing to the class any
items that the teacher asks for or things that they
have learnt themselves at home.
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Pupils join in a performance at a major concert
opportunity e.g. Halle and have performed
confidently and willingly in performances at school
or beyond.

Pupils contribute ideas to group/class compositions
using the knowledge that they have gained of their
instrument. They are sensitive to the ideas of others
and are willing to refine their own work.

Pupils show themselves to be self-motivated.
Progress is obvious and pupils are playing music
beyond that used in class. Pupils seek out other
performance opportunities either in or out of school.

How to get a

Bronze Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily.
Keep a steady beat.
Use your voice to sing different
notes.
Look after your instrument, set it up
correctly and hold it properly.
Use your instrument to copy rhythm
patterns correctly.
Watch the teacher to sing, play, stop
and start together.
Practise at home or in school.
For a brass instrument use the water
key. Make a steady buzz and play 3
clear notes. Remember the fingering
or where to put the slide.

How to get a

Silver Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily and give your ideas.
Understand and follow different
rhythm values.
Make up rhythm patterns on your
instrument.
Play longer pieces.
Work as part of a team.
Show what you can do to the class.
Perform to an audience confidently.
For a brass instrument move around
3 notes with ease, maybe even slur.
Tighten your lips to reach the highest
note used.
Use your tongue to start notes.
Control your breathing to hold notes
on for longer.
Improve your sound.

How to get a

Gold Music Certificate?
Follow the given music and use the
correct fingering.
Join in with everything and
contribute your own ideas.
Help to improve a performance.
Be aware of when to play loudly and
when to play quietly.
Have a go at improvising and
perform your ideas in a band piece.
Perform to an audience confidently
and take part in a large concert such
as the Halle.
For a brass instrument perform with
accuracy and with good tonguing or
slurring.
Move happily between 5 notes.
Add extra low notes and some
sharps/flats.

How to get a

Platinum Music Certificate?
Follow the given music or play from
memory with great confidence.
Keep a part going and lead others.
Show an understanding of what
makes a fantastic performance.
Contribute your ideas and value the
ideas of your class.
Be willing to improve your work.
Show real progress and an interest in
finding
other
performing
opportunities in and out of school.
For a brass instrument perform with
great accuracy and with fluent
fingering.
Increase your ability to play higher
notes.
Tongue and slur more quickly and
easily.

How to get a

Bronze Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily.
Keep a steady beat.
Use your voice to sing different
notes.
Look after your instrument, set it up
correctly and hold it properly.
Use your instrument to copy rhythm
patterns correctly.
Watch the teacher to sing, play, stop
and start together.
Practise at home or in school.
For percussion instruments find the
notes that you are using. Use beaters
properly to make loud and quiet
sounds.

How to get a

Silver Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily and give your ideas.
Understand and follow different
rhythm values.
Make up rhythm patterns on your
instrument.
Play longer pieces.
Work as part of a team.
Show what you can do to the class.
Perform to an audience confidently.
For tuned percussion instruments use
3 or more notes for tunes.
Use both of your hands.
Use more louds and softs.
For world percussion make 2 or
more sounds on your instrument
and play rhythm patterns.

How to get a

Gold Music Certificate?
Follow the given music or rhythm
patterns.
Join in with everything and
contribute your own ideas.
Help to improve a performance.
Be aware of when to play loudly and
when to play quietly.
Have a go at improvising and
perform your ideas in a band piece.
Perform to an audience confidently
and take part in a large concert such
as the Halle.
For tuned percussion instruments use
5 or more notes and one black note to
play tunes.
Sing and play at the same time or for
world percussion move and play at
the same time.

How to get a

Platinum Music Certificate?
Follow the given music or play from
memory with great confidence.
Keep a part going and lead others.
Show an understanding of what
makes a fantastic performance.
Contribute your ideas and value the
ideas of your class.
Be willing to improve your work.
Show real progress and an interest in
finding
other
performing
opportunities in and out of school.
For percussion instruments you
should show advanced skills.
Play a beat in one hand and play a
rhythm/tune with the other.
Play a tune/rhythm and sing/say a
different tune/rhythm.

How to get a

Bronze Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily.
Keep a steady beat.
Use your voice to sing different
notes.
Look after your instrument, set it up
correctly and hold it properly.
Use your instrument to copy rhythm
patterns correctly.
Watch the teacher to sing, play, stop
and start together.
Practise at home or in school.
For Rock and Pop find a G and play
One Note Samba well.

How to get a

Silver Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily and give your ideas.
Understand and follow different
rhythm values.
Make up rhythm patterns on your
instrument.
Play longer pieces.
Work as part of a team.
Show what you can do to the class.
Perform to an audience confidently.
For Rock and Pop read and write so
and mi on your instrument.
Basses use the 4 notes learnt.
Keyboards play tunes by listening.
Guitars use 2 chords and pluck 2
notes.
Drums use the rhythms used so far.

How to get a

Gold Music Certificate?
Follow the given music or rhythm
patterns.
Join in with everything and
contribute your own ideas.
Help to improve a performance.
Be aware of when to play loudly and
when to play quietly.
Have a go at improvising and
perform your ideas in a band piece.
Perform to an audience confidently
and take part in a large concert.
For Rock and Pop read, perform and
write so, mi, la.
Basses match the bass drum rhythms
adding quavers.
Keyboards add la and a left hand bass.
Guitars add la and a C chord.
Drums add a hi hat rhythm and
control how loudly you play.

How to get a

Platinum Music Certificate?
Follow the given music or play from
memory with great confidence.
Keep a part going and lead others.
Show an understanding of what
makes a fantastic performance.
Contribute your ideas and value the
ideas of your class.
Be willing to improve your work.
Show real progress and an interest in
finding
other
performing
opportunities in and out of school.
For Rock and Pop perform and
understand the pentatonic scale.
Basses play in varied styles.
Keyboards put a tune and baseline
together.
Guitars add a D chord and play a
plucked pentatonic scale..
Drums add a quaver hi hat rhythm and
play a solo or in a small group.

How to get a

Bronze Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily.
Keep a steady beat.
Use your voice to sing different
notes.
Look after your instrument, set it up
correctly and hold it properly.
Use your instrument to copy rhythm
patterns correctly.
Watch the teacher to sing, play, stop
and start together.
Practise at home or in school.
For a string instrument pluck each
string or strum the strings.

How to get a

Silver Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily and give your ideas.
Understand and follow different
rhythm values.
Make up rhythm patterns on your
instrument.
Play longer pieces.
Work as part of a team.
Show what you can do to the class.
Perform to an audience confidently.
For a string instrument use your bow
correctly and keep a good posture.
Use the bow to make a good sound
on open strings.
Play a simple tune on open and
stopped notes.

How to get a

Gold Music Certificate?
Join in with everything and
contribute your own ideas.
Help to improve a performance.
Be aware of when to play loudly and
when to play quietly.
Have a go at improvising and
perform your ideas in a band piece.
Perform to an audience confidently
and take part in a large concert such
as the Halle.
For a string instrument, read given
rhythms and play harder ones by
listening to them.
Control the bow to play louds and
softs.
Play a tune in first finger pattern, in
first position, on all strings.

How to get a

Platinum Music Certificate?
Follow the given music or play from
memory with great confidence.
Keep a part going and lead others.
Show an understanding of what
makes a fantastic performance.
Contribute your ideas and value the
ideas of your class.
Be willing to improve your work.
Show real progress and an interest in
finding
other
performing
opportunities in and out of school.
For a string instrument sit well and
hold your bow correctly so that you
can play double stops on open
strings.
Play tunes on all strings using both
arco and pizz.
Make a good sound with good tuning
on open and stopped notes, in first
finger pattern, in first position, over
all strings.

How to get a

Bronze Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily.
Keep a steady beat.
Use your voice to sing different
notes.
Look after your instrument, set it up
correctly and hold it properly.
Use your instrument to copy rhythm
patterns correctly.
Watch the teacher to sing, play, stop
and start together.
Practise at home or in school.
For the saxophone or clarinet
change your reed. Play a steady
sound then finger and play 3 notes.
For the flute remember where to put
your fingers for 3 notes and make a
steady sound.

How to get a

Silver Music Certificate?
Join in with games, sing and play
happily and give your ideas.
Understand and follow different
rhythm values.
Make up rhythm patterns on your
instrument.
Play longer pieces.
Work as part of a team.
Show what you can do to the class.
Perform to an audience confidently.
For the saxophone, clarinet and
flute use your tongue when starting
notes.
Control your breathing so that you
can play longer passages.
Make a clearer sound.

How to get a

Gold Music Certificate?
Follow the given music and use the
correct fingering.
Join in with everything and
contribute your own ideas.
Help to improve a performance.
Be aware of when to play loudly and
when to play quietly.
Have a go at improvising and
perform your ideas in a band piece.
Perform to an audience confidently
and take part in a large concert such
as the Halle.
On the saxophone, clarinet and
flute perform with accuracy and
with good tonguing or slurring.
Move happily between 5 notes.
Add extra low notes and some
sharps/flats.
.

How to get a

Platinum Music Certificate?
Follow the given music or play from
memory with great confidence.
Keep a part going and lead others.
Show an understanding of what
makes a fantastic performance.
Contribute your ideas and value the
ideas of your class.
Be willing to improve your work.
Show real progress and an interest in
finding
other
performing
opportunities in and out of school.
On the saxophone, clarinet and
flute perform with great accuracy
and with fluent fingering.
Increase your ability to play higher
notes.
Tongue and slur more quickly and
easily.
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INSTRUMENT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS
The last lesson of the year is usually given over to instrument maintenance. It is important that
instrument stock is adequately maintained to avoid the need for expensive repairs which can arise
when they are not kept in good working order. To help alleviate the need for avoidable repairs, LMT
tutors spend time at the start of their Wider Opportunities projects ensuring that pupils know how
handle their instruments correctly and safely.
Given their specific knowledge, our tutors are well placed to spot damage and defects and how they
may have arisen, and they will advise the school following their maintenance session which instruments
need repair.
Instruments which are loaned to schools by LMT and need repair should be returned to the LMT office
for repair. Often, our tutors are happy to facilitate this, so please ask!
Instruments which belong to a school can also be returned to the LMT office for repair - we will be
happy to pass them on to one of our approved repairers who will send their quote or invoice to the
school directly. Alternatively, if schools would prefer to deal directly with a repairer, contact details are
available on request.
Repairers are instructed to bill schools for the cost of repairs necessitated by negligent use or
accidental damage. It is entirely at the school’s discretion whether this cost is passed on to parents, but
we do draw schools’ attention to the template home-school agreement overleaf. If you are at all unsure
about a repair bill, please contact the repairer in the first instance and then the LMT office if further
assistance is required.
In the very rare situation where an LMT instrument is deemed to be damaged beyond repair, LMT will
contact the school concerned to recover the full replacement cost of that instrument. A list of
replacement values (valid at date shown) is shown on page 67.

Wider Opportunities (Whole Class Instrumental) Tuition
delivered by

HOME-SCHOOL INSTRUMENT LOAN AGREEMENT
This agreement is between
………………………………………………………….….(school)
and the parents / guardians / carers (please delete as appropriate) of:
………………………………………………………(name of pupil)
Home Address ………………………………………………………………………...………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Name of Instrumental Tutor ……….…………………………………………………………
Type of Instrument……….………………………. Make……………………………………
LMT Asset Number……….…………….…Approx. Replacement Value £….……………
The above instrument is provided on loan to enable participation in instrumental
tuition and / or other musical activities.
Agreement
Responsibility for the safe keeping of the instrument rests with the parents /
guardians / carers. This includes the repair of any damage caused by wilful damage
or lack of care and the replacement of lost or stolen instruments. [The instrument
should be added to your home contents insurance and a check made that this will
cover instruments at home, at rehearsals / lessons, and while being transported (for
example on school buses or public transport).]
It is also the responsibility of the individual to provide „consumables‟ such as reeds,
strings, sticks, etc., where necessary.
The loan of this instrument is a privilege. Continued loan will be conditional on regular
attendance, regular practice and adequate progress being made. This will be
reviewed on a regular basis; please encourage your child to practise “little but often”!
Please sign below to indicate that you understand and agree to the conditions
involved in the loan of this instrument.
Signed (Parent / guardian / carer)………………………………….. Date………………
Please print name …………………………………………………………………………..
INSTRUMENTS WHICH ARE LOANED/HIRED TO SCHOOLS REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF THE LOVE MUSIC TRUST AT ALL TIMES
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Instrument)Replacement)Values

BRASS
4MValve)Euphonium
Amati)Kraslic)Cornet
Bach)Prelude)Trombone
Bach)Prelude)Trumpet
Besson)1000)Series)4MValve)Euphonium
Besson)BE1020)Cornet
Besson)Student)Cornet
B&H)400)Cornet
B&H)400)Tenor)Horn
B&H)78)Cornet
Corton)Cornet
Corton)Tenor)Horn
Elkhart)100)Series)Trombone
Elkhart)100)Tenor)Horn
Elkhart)100)Trumpet
Elkhart)Cornet
Elkhart)Euphonium
John)Packer)JP071)Cornet
John)Packer)JP072)Tenor)Horn
John)Packer)JP151)MkII)Trumpet
John)Packer)JP171)Cornet
John)Packer)JP173)Baritone
John)Packer)JP173)MkII)Baritone
John)Packer)JP174)Euphonium
John)Packer)JP177)Mini)E)flat)Tuba
John)Packer)Trombone
Jupiter)Baritone
Jupiter)Cornet
Jupiter)Euphonium
Jupiter)JAL456)Tenor)Horn
Jupiter)Trombone
Jupiter)Trumpet
Mirage)Baritone
Mirage)Cornet
Mirage)MCR200R)Cornet
Mirage)MTR150)Trumpet
Mirage)Trombone
Mirage)Trumpet
pBone
pBone)mini
Resona)Trombone
Rosetti)Baritone
Skylark)Trombone
SMS)Academy)Pocket)Trumpet
Sterling)Trombone
Yamaha)Tenor)Horn
Yamaha)YCR2330II)Cornet
Yamaha)YSL354)Tenor)Trombone
Yamaha)YTR1335)Trumpet
Yamaha)YTR133)Trumpet
PERCUSSION
Jupiter)Glockenspiel)Kit
Jupiter)Snare)Drum
Mapex)Bass)Drum
Mapex)Glockenspiel)Kit
Mapex)Snare)Drum
Mirage)Bass)Drum
Mirage)Glockenspiel)Kit

WOODWIND
Arbiter)Prosound)Alto)Saxophone
Artemis)Alto)Saxophone
B&H)78)B)flat)Clarinet
Buffet)B12)B)flat)Clarinet
Buffet)B)flat)Clarinet
Buffet)E11)B)flat)Clarinet
Bundy)B)flat)Clarinet
ConnMSelmer)Prelude)Alto)Saxophone
ConnMSelmer)Prelude)Flute
Elkhart)100)Mini)Curved)Head)Flute
Elkhart)SXAS)Alto)Saxophone
Elkhart)SXT)Tenor)Saxophone
Flageolet)Whistle)(each)
John)Packer)JP011)Concert)Flute
John)Packer)JP011)MkII)Concert)Flute
John)Packer)JP041)Alto)Saxophone
John)Packer)JP121)MkIV)B)flat)Clarinet
Jupiter)B)flat)Clarinet
Jupiter)JAS567)Alto)Saxophone
Jupiter)JFL511)Concert)Flute
Jupiter)JFL515ES)Curved)Head)Flute
King)Concert)Flute
Mirage)B)flat)Clarinet
Mirage)M11)Concert)Flute
Mirage)SX232L)Alto)Saxophone
Noblet/Bundy)E)flat)Clarinet
Nuvo)Clarineo)in)C
Nuvo)Student)Concert)Flute
Romily)Sonata)B)flat)Clarinet
SMS)Academy)B)flat)Clarinet
Sonata)B)flat)Clarinet
Sonata)Student)Alto)Saxophone
Trevor)James)TJ10X)Concert)Flute
Yamaha)Descant)Recorder)(Set)of)30)
Yamaha)YCL250)B)flat)Clarinet
STRINGS
Antoni)Violin
Aubert)Violin:)Full)size
Cello:)1/2)size
Cello:)3/4)size
Cello:)Full)size
Forenza)Prima)Violin:)3/4)size
Primavera)VF001)Violin:)1/4)size
Primavera)Violin
Primavera)Violin:)Full)size
Skylark)Violin:)1/2)size
Skylark)Violin:)1/4)size
Skylark)Violin:)3/4)size
Skylark)Violin:)Full)size
Stagg)Acoustic)Guitar:)3/4)size
Stagg)C530)Acoustic)Guitar:)3/4)size
Stagg)US10)Soprano)Ukulele)(each)
Stagg)ZM050MSB)Acoustic)Guitar:)Full)size
Stentor)Student)Cello:)1/2)size
Stentor)Student)Cello:)1/4)size
Stentor)Student)Cello:)1/8)size
Stentor)Student)Cello:)3/4)size
Stentor)Student)Cello:)Full)size
Stentor)Student)Violin:)1/2)size
Stentor)Student)Violin:)1/4)size
Stentor)Student)Violin:)3/4)size
Stentor)Student)Violin:)Full)size
Stentor)Violin
Valencia)3101)Acoustic)Guitar:)3/4)size
Valencia)CG160)Classical)Guitar:)1/2)size
Violin:)1/2)size
Violin:)3/4)size
Violin:)Full)size

£))))))))))))))))120.00
£)))))))))))))))))))70.00
£))))))))))))))))270.00
£))))))))))))))))265.00
£))))))))))))))))925.00
£))))))))))))))))297.00
£))))))))))))))))297.00
£))))))))))))))))160.00
£))))))))))))))))900.00
£)))))))))))))))))))70.50
£))))))))))))))))297.00
£))))))))))))))))220.90
£))))))))))))))))180.00
£))))))))))))))))265.00
£))))))))))))))))139.00
£))))))))))))))))250.00
£))))))))))))))))189.00
£))))))))))))))))187.00
£))))))))))))))))279.00
£))))))))))))))))259.00
£))))))))))))))))259.00
£))))))))))))))))450.00
£))))))))))))))))450.00
£))))))))))))))))479.00
£))))))))))))))))800.00
£))))))))))))))))199.00
£))))))))))))))))949.00
£))))))))))))))))400.00
£))))))))))))))))899.00
£))))))))))))))))529.00
£))))))))))))))))399.00
£))))))))))))))))319.00
£))))))))))))))))189.00
£))))))))))))))))135.00
£))))))))))))))))135.00
£))))))))))))))))110.00
£))))))))))))))))110.00
£))))))))))))))))110.00
£))))))))))))))))125.00
£)))))))))))))))))))99.00
£))))))))))))))))150.00
£))))))))))))))))189.00
£))))))))))))))))110.00
£))))))))))))))))199.00
£))))))))))))))))110.00
£))))))))))))))))279.00
£))))))))))))))))450.00
£))))))))))))))))500.00
£))))))))))))))))397.00
£))))))))))))))))397.00
£))))))))))))))))192.70
£))))))))))))))))192.70
£)))))))))))))))))))82.50
£)))))))))))))))))))82.50
£))))))))))))))))106.80
£)))))))))))))))))))84.53
£)))))))))))))))))))82.50
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£))))))))))))))))290.00
£))))))))))))))))289.00
£))))))))))))))))900.00
£))))))))))))))))395.00
£))))))))))))))))395.00
£))))))))))))))))658.00
£))))))))))))))))217.40
£))))))))))))))))440.00
£))))))))))))))))240.00
£))))))))))))))))125.00
£))))))))))))))))259.00
£))))))))))))))))399.00
£)))))))))))))))))))))5.00
£))))))))))))))))129.00
£))))))))))))))))129.00
£))))))))))))))))375.00
£))))))))))))))))169.00
£))))))))))))))))299.00
£))))))))))))))))579.00
£))))))))))))))))365.00
£))))))))))))))))420.00
£))))))))))))))))250.00
£))))))))))))))))129.00
£))))))))))))))))159.00
£))))))))))))))))285.00
£))))))))))))))))217.40
£)))))))))))))))))))94.50
£))))))))))))))))105.00
£))))))))))))))))169.00
£))))))))))))))))120.00
£))))))))))))))))164.99
£))))))))))))))))300.00
£))))))))))))))))299.00
£))))))))))))))))133.90
£))))))))))))))))400.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))160.00
£))))))))))))))))137.50
£))))))))))))))))137.50
£))))))))))))))))137.50
£))))))))))))))))128.40
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£)))))))))))))))))))45.00
£)))))))))))))))))))45.00
£)))))))))))))))))))15.00
£))))))))))))))))222.00
£))))))))))))))))365.00
£))))))))))))))))355.00
£))))))))))))))))329.00
£))))))))))))))))379.00
£))))))))))))))))399.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£)))))))))))))))))))34.80
£)))))))))))))))))))48.75
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00
£))))))))))))))))100.00

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Below is a copy of our terms and conditions, as provided with your service level agreement;

APPENDIX 1
SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT: TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

The role and responsibilities of the LMT teacher
1.1. To implement and develop a suitable scheme of work in relation to the needs, ability, expectations and interests of each pupil,
within the context of the National Curriculum framework for music, the school music policy and the LMT business plan.
1.2. To provide tuition appropriate to pupils' needs and abilities.
1.3. To keep an up-to-date register of pupil attendance for small group and 1-1 tuition.
1.4. To keep a record of pupil progress and achievement supporting and contributing to an annual pupil profile and is linked to the
DfE annual return.
1.5. To advise on and where appropriate, contribute to, the school music activities and events ensuring that there is a performance
opportunity for Wider Opportunities pupils at least once per term.
1.6. To provide opportunities for pupils to make and respond to music together, in the school, with other Cheshire East Schools, and
specific LMT organised events in line with the National Plan for Music Education.
1.7. To recruit and encourage pupils to take part in school-based ensembles.
1.8. To ensure every child’s special educational needs are met, requesting access to pupils’ statements of special educational needs
(SEN) and/or individual education plans (IEPs) when applicable.
1.9. LMT teachers will conduct themselves professionally in line with the LMT handbook and the policies therein.
Number and duration of sessions
2.1. Subject to paragraph 2.2 the LMT will provide 38 weekly sessions, from the beginning of the Autumn Term 2015 to the end of
the Summer Term 2016. Included in these 38 sessions for Wider Opportunities will be one session at the end of the academic
year during which LMT teachers will check and maintain instrument stock and note any repairs necessary. For curriculum music
lessons, these 38 sessions will include a termly planning and evaluation meeting between the LMT teacher and the school.
2.2. The frequency and duration of sessions other than Wider Opportunities and curriculum delivery will be determined by
negotiation between the school and LMT and clearly laid out in section 3 of the Service Level Agreement
2.3. If less than the agreed sessions are provided over this period, a LMT teacher shall make up the time, where possible. Where it is
not possible to provide 38 sessions, the amount paid will be reimbursed in accordance with paragraph 8.1. Any alteration in the
agreed number of sessions will be the subject of full consultation between LMT and participating schools.
2.4. It is LMT policy that Wider Opportunities lessons are 60 minutes long. Additional time to allow for adequate planning, set up
time and assessment – as noted in section 2 of the Service Level Agreement – is added to every lesson. Any changes to this
policy will need to be discussed with the LMT’s Instrumental Lead who will be able to provide appropriate advice in relation to
an individual pupil’s needs, experience, stage and instrument.
2.5. A minimum of a term’s notice will be required for any reduction in teaching time. Any increase in time will be by negotiation.
This must be in writing to the LMT office.
Provision of Instruments for Instrumental Tuition
3.1. Subject to availability, and where appropriate, the LMT may loan schools instruments to support the delivery of Wider
Opportunities. Schools can choose to collect instruments from the LMT office or for them to be delivered. A charge of no more
than £60 (dependent on the number of deliveries booked for that day) will be made to cover the delivery/collection of
instruments to/from school.
3.2. Schools will be issued with and asked to sign a loan/hire agreement with LMT, which states that they are responsible for security
of the instrument during the period of the loan/hire and are advised to gain insurance. LMT will be able to advise on repairs.
Details of LMT approved repairers are available from the LMT office, should schools wish to deal direct with them.
3.3. Where instruments are stored at school, it will be the school’s responsibility to ensure they are kept secure and safe at all times.
The school will therefore be liable for any loss or damage to any LMT instrument whilst on school premises.
3.4. LMT will provide a template Home-School agreement which schools can choose to use. This does not constitute an agreement
between LMT and parents.
3.5. It is the responsibility of schools to provide consumables such as reeds and replacement strings.
Pupil Assessment and External Music Examinations
4.1. LMT staff will keep continuing records of pupil progress and achievement utilizing the ‘Stepwize’ online assessment system.
4.2. LMT will relate progress/achievement of pupils tracked against its award scheme.
4.3. As and when appropriate, pupils will be recommended for external examinations. The LMT will not fund the examination fee.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Pupil Music-making Opportunities
5.1. LMT regards taking part in ensemble work as an integral part of the learning process and LMT staff will recommend and
encourage pupils to take part in a range of appropriate music-making activities, in the school, through the LMT area music
activities, the Borough wide groups, specific LMT events and those provided in the wider community and by the LMT’s partner
Ensembles.
Accommodation and Facilities
6.1. LMT staff will require suitable accommodation and facilities according to the size and needs of the group receiving tuition,
including sufficient adjustable music stands, good lighting, ventilation and heating, and where possible, a piano or keyboard and
a good quality CD/mp3 player.
6.2. It is good safeguarding practice for schools to provide a teaching room with a window.
6.3. LMT staff attending the school for a full morning/afternoon would welcome a coffee/tea break at the discretion of the school
and to be made to feel they are part of the general school staff.
Charges to Schools
7.1. LMT reserve the right to increase the scale of fees in line with National pay awards. Any increase will be implemented at the
beginning of a new academic year and will be notified during the preceding term.
Financial Arrangements
8.1. Invoices will be issued at the start of each term with relation to that term’s session delivery. Invoices shall include credit notes
for any reimbursement owed as a result of missed tuition during the preceding term.
8.2. Invoices must be paid within 30 days of date of issue.
Missed Lessons
9.1. Where an LMT teacher is unable to deliver a pre-planned session (e.g. through illness), LMT will endeavour to provide a suitable
cover teacher for that lesson. If a school does not wish a cover teacher to attend, the cost of that session will not be reimbursed.
9.2. If LMT is unable to provide a cover teacher for the planned session, the school should be prepared to accept a teacher on an
alternative day and time during that same week so that the agreed number of sessions may be made up to the maximum of 38.
If this is not possible following discussion with the school, the cost of that lesson will be reimbursed (see 8.1).
9.3. Although not guaranteed, it may be possible for a LMT teacher to change the time or day to accommodate a school closure or a
pre-planned school class event. However, at least 4 weeks notice should be given, in writing to the LMT office and, if it is not
possible, the cost of that lesson will be reimbursed (see 8.1).
9.4. Where a school has to cancel a lesson without giving 4 weeks notice – including as a result of unexpected circumstances (e.g.
adverse weather conditions where the school has closed) – the cost of that lesson will not be reimbursed.
Quality Assurance – LMT/Schools responsibilities
10.1. To support the delivery of lessons, the school should provide a member of its own staff in addition to the LMT teacher(s).
10.2. All schools will be actively encouraged to evaluate the quality and effectiveness of LMT tuition through participating in joint
lesson observations.
10.3. As part of the professional development and support for LMT staff, and in line with Government Policies, LMT teachers will be
participants in a regular performance management cycle. Schools can, if they wish, provide feedback to LMT Managers as part
of this process.
10.4. There will be regular staff meetings and INSET provided for LMT instrumental and curriculum music peripatetic staff.
10.5. The school, the LMT teacher or a member of the LMT management team can request further visits and consultations.
10.6. Schools will not approach LMT teachers with a view to employing them on a separate basis. Any such negotiation should only be
carried out after full consultation with LMT management.
10.7. Whilst teaching in a school, LMT staff are responsible to the Headteacher, or the Headteacher's designated representative.
10.8. LMT highly values requests and comments from schools. Where it is not appropriate to raise any requests, comments or
complaints with the LMT teacher, they should be referred to a member of the LMT management team.
Safeguarding
11.1. All LMT staff will have been interviewed by the LMT management team, according to the guidelines and procedures outlined for
the appointment of LMT teaching staff.
11.2. All LMT staff have been subject to the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) checking procedures, 2 references and eligibility to
work checks. All LMT staff will carry identification badges when on school premises. The DBS numbers for visiting members of
LMT staff are available from the LMT office.
11.3. LMT guidelines exist for child and staff protection – copies may be obtained from the LMT office.
Resolving disagreements arising from LMT delivery
12.1. In the event of a complaint arising from any issue concerning the Love Music Trust’s delivery, details of the complaint should be
made in writing from the Headteacher of the school to the Director of LMT outlining the nature of the complaint as fully as
possible. Every endeavour will be made to rectify the complaint through negotiation, however, if the complaint is upheld LMT
will refund the schools for any missed lessons and the Service Level Agreement be terminated by mutual agreement.
Resolving disagreements arising from non-compliant schools
13.1. In the event of a complaint arising from any issue concerning a School’s non-compliance with this SLA, details of the complaint
will be made in writing from the Director of LMT to the Head Teacher of the school outlining the nature of the complaint as fully
as possible. Every endeavour will be made to rectify the complaint through negotiation, however, if the complaint is upheld LMT
has the right to terminate the SLA without notice.
test
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